
 

Chapter 1481 - New Summoned Beast 

  

On the way back, he and Tu Feng spoke on the phone. Although Tu Feng did not trust Tian Feng and his 

ten people, he brought the information over according to Lu Yang’s instructions and said: “You will join 

as ordinary players. In the guild, I will arrange you into ten regiments, and start inspections from these 

ten regiments. “ 

 

Tian Feng knew that this was the first test that Lu Yang and Tu Feng gave them, and he gladly took the 

task, saying, “One day, only one day.” 

 

Lu Yang didn’t communicate with Tian Feng any more, leaving Tu Feng to handle it. He believed Tian 

Feng could complete Tu Feng’s series of tests. 

 

Now he is eager to improve his level, and is getting closer and closer to the global competition. If he 

can’t get the 170-level dark gold set before entering the 10,000 places in the global individual 

competition, he will definitely have no chance to win the championship. 

 

Back in the studio building of Game City, Lu Yang put on his helmet and continued to fight 100,000 

people to fight the battlefield. It took 40 billion experience to upgrade from 169 to 170. He still has a 

long time to fight. 

 

The battlefield was hung up here. Lu Yang asked Hei Yan, Luo Siyu, and Liu Yunpeng to direct the battle. 

He channeled his consciousness into the soil avatar, and continued fishing. The water, wind, and 

thunder avatars did the mission of space-time dragon as usual. 

 

When he just killed a space-time dragon and returned to the elder with the nucleus, after the elder had 

given his experience, instead of keeping silent as usual, he frowned and said to Lu Yang: Dear guest, may 

I ask you to do me a favor. “ 

 

Lu Yang was a little surprised. Before he saw that the strategy did not have this task, it was probably the 

only task, and said, “I am willing to serve you.” 

 



The elder elbow devil sighed, and the demon’s wrinkles on his face were more wrinkled. He said to Lu 

Yang: “In our mystical devil realm, there are not only our devil devil, but also more than thirty other 

races. Although we control the central area, other races on our left and right sides always want to attack 

us, and I need your help to kill them for the Devil Corner Council. “ 

 

System Prompt: Angular Demon Sign Mission! Whether to accept? 

 

Lu Yang chose to accept. Although he hadn’t done this task before, he only knew who these races were 

referred to by the Elder Elbow Demon Elder. They are the Frost Cemetery Lord Karabash in the upper 

right corner of the Arc Devil Realm. In turn, there are the Lord of the Cold Winds, Lord of the High 

Mountains, Lord of the Warm Water River, Lord of the Blood Sea, and so on, as well as Lord of the 

Winter in the upper left corner and several lords in order. 

 

Without killing a lord, you can get a badge on them, and the experience rewarded by the badge is 100 

million. 

 

It seems that this task is far from suitable for the Dragon of Time and Space. After all, the Dragon is one 

sword, but the lord blame it for a long time, but in the last life, this was a task that the player broke his 

head to do. 

 

On the one hand, there are too many people grabbed by the time and space dragon. On the one hand, 

this task has a special play. If this special play can be used well, it is the fastest way to improve the level 

when no one is robbing. 

 

Lu Yang opened the mysterious map, and the light flashed. The original map was dark except the central 

area of the corner devil to the north. Now the maps on both sides can be revealed. 

 

At the bottom of the map, there is a swamp. Lu Yang summoned the wind to enter the battlefield. He 

returned to the secret place, replaced his mount, and flew towards the south swamp. 

 

Ten minutes later, he came to the marshland. Here is a small copy called Tiansuan Marsh. In the last life, 

everyone saw the name of this copy and thought it was a very difficult copy. The name can be found 

only when you enter it, which is different from what you think. 

 



There are no elite monsters over level 160 in the copy, all of which are ordinary mobs. In the center of 

the copy marshland, there is a herbal woodland, which is a small task issued by Suhabi. You can return 

to the task to get the herbs. 

 

From the player’s point of view, the appearance of this copy is only an official mission to prevent the 

player from entering the mystery, which caused the herbs to be burned out. In fact, there is a special 

strange in this copy that can make him change. Become a summoning beast, and use the mystic ring 

that can be used only in the early 50s. 

 

Lu Yang walked into the copy, killing monsters along the way to the deepest part of the map, in the 

dense woodland. 

 

He looked around. The deepest part of the copy is a mountain surrounded by three sides. There are 

many small holes around the mountain. There are many small monsters here, all of which are level 1. 

The name is dark gray, which means you don’t kill him. And he won’t hit you. 

 

In the last life, players were too late to rush through the levels. Who has time to see the level 1 mobs 

around the ground, seeing that they will not attack, so they are too lazy to come here again, and some 

of them do the task, but just run to the middle lake. Collected the herbs and left. 

 

Lu Yang searched among many small animals. Unfortunately, he didn’t find it. He left the copy and chose 

to reset it. Then he re-entered it. This time, he saw a small animal on the mountain, green, just like a 

small slug. . 

 

Lulu 

 

Grade 1 

 

Qi and blood: 20/20 

 

At the first glance of the cricket, everyone felt that the monster was disgusting, especially when the 

cricket came to your feet, it was almost half a meter long, the whole body was slimy, and all the places it 

crawled over were Mucus, once crawling on the player, will also bring a piece of mucus, which is very 



disgusting. Generally speaking, players are killed by a skill, so as not to dirty themselves, but they do n’t 

know, it is this puppet is a special monster. 

 

Lu Yang pointed at the puppet 30 meters away, took out the ring of dreams in his hand, and read the 

spell in his mouth. 

 

“Light of Dreams” 

 

There is a purple light on my head It is very easy for a level 169 player to summon a level 1 mob as a pet. 

Soon, he becomes Lu Yang’s summoning beast. 

 

Lu Yang opened the Summoning Beast System. There are attribute values in it, all of which are 1 point, 

which means that is a monster that can’t be garbage anymore. Forced injury. 

 

He came to control him and touched his confused little head, and said, “Follow me in the future, how 

about it?” 

 

 

He made a satisfactory voice, and their favorability improved a little. 

 

Lu Yang returned to the old continent with a scroll using a teleportation scroll. 

 

City of St. Gall. 

 

Safe place. 

 

A flash of light flashed, and Lu Yang appeared in the teleportation array with his puppet. He changed his 

appearance, and then flew to Xinshoucun No.1 through the teleportation array. 

 

  

  



  

 

Chapter 1482 - Novice Village Adventures 

  

In Xinshou Village, there are not many new players, but there are still some people who can see that in 

the four years since the launch of “Second World”, some people have left and some people have come 

in. The number is always increasing. 

 

He had some memories of the scene when he first opened the area. He looked at the players who were 

running around in the safe area and outside the map to do the task, and he was very moved. 

 

Several high-level accounts appeared in the distance, and there were a few trumpetes beside them. It 

can be seen that all of them were upgraded with a trumpet, or they received money, or a friend brought 

a friend to upgrade. 

 

The appearance of Lu Yang did not attract the player’s attention, and the puppets around him were 

even less conspicuous. A level 1 slime-like thing did not know him as a hunter. 

 

A few lights flashed, six players walked out of the teleportation, and a 16-year-old boy, led by him, said 

excitedly: “This is the second world, and it did not disappoint me. I announce that I will take our 

brothers in the future. They formed a larger and stronger guild than the Iron Brotherhood, and then 

killed Lu Yang and became the world’s number one. “ 

 

Five men and women the same age as the boy nodded, each with a glow of excitement. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said secretly in his heart: Good guy, in front of me, he will kill me in the future. 

However, I have to say that this is the charm of the game, and youth is capital. 

 

He admired these six little guys. Although they were all wearing the most expensive game fashion, their 

conversation did not seem to be aggressive, but it gave people a feeling of being willing to be close. 

 

“Let’s go, I got a secret mission from a friend to take you over.” The headed boy said excitedly. 

 



Five people followed him. 

 

Lu Yang saw that they were going outside the village. He was not on the same road and turned to the 

village chief’s house to continue his hidden task. 

 

The head of No. 1 Xinshou Village is an old man in a commoner’s clothing. He wears a square scarf on his 

head, and his face is covered with wrinkles from years, but his eyes are sharp. There is a goatee on his 

chin, squinting. The crutches roamed in the yard in front of the house. 

 

Seeing Lu Yang come in with a puppet, his face showed a surprised look, and walked in front of Lu Yang, 

saying, “Young man, where did you get this summoned beast?” 

 

Lu Yang asked, pretending to be surprised: “Is there anything wrong?” 

 

“Here, this is a wild ancient alien. How did you find him? All the demons on the new continent are 

looking for him.” The village chief sighed in panic: “You must be careful, if you miss, it may be I regret it. 

“ 

 

The ancients are different. The game has reached the 170th stage. There are special top-level superlord 

monsters that can only be controlled by the upgraded dream ring. 

 

噜噜 is one of the ancient and heterogeneous complexes. According to official historical records, the 

New World is not just the home of the demons. There were also some ancient planets of the Old World. 

They opened the space-time tunnel to send their men into the New World to steal space. They are 

collectively called For the wild ancient alien. 

 

The demons of the New World were invaded by unfamiliar civilizations. Instead, they fought an 

unprecedented war. In the end, the demons won at a great price. The vast majority of the ancient aliens 

were killed, and only a few escaped. There are still a few that are controlled by the demons to study. 

 

The technique of breaking open space and entering other planes was found by the demons from the 

bodies of the ancient and strange beasts. Only then did the demons invade the human plane. 

 



Among the controlled wild ancient aliens, there is a wild ancient heterogeneous leader. Although he was 

under control, before his arrest, his body exploded and was divided into three. 

 

The most powerful body was controlled by the demon gods. His second body escaped with a very small 

amount of energy on the body, but he was relatively unlucky, and encountered a team of level 200 

demon lords in a severely injured state, that is, Suhabi’s father, the chasing and killing team led by the 

old King of the Devil, and after a fierce battle, Suhabi’s father was seriously injured, but he sealed the 

second body of the ancient and alien in the corner of the castle. 

 

As for the third body, when the body fled and blew, the body suffered a severe wound, leaving only a 

crystal nucleus, which contained the soul in the state of amnesia, that is, the soul of the wild ancient 

alien body. 

 

In fact, this is the green jelly-like slime monster in front of you-oh! 

 

The head of Village No. 1 was once a **** of the human kingdom. As the new queen of mankind 

participated in the recent war against the New World, he himself was also severely damaged, so he 

became the look in front of him and returned to No. 1 The village became the new village chief. 

 

The village chief knows that the story about tadpoles is not complete. All he knows is tadpoles and the 

second ancient body that is trapped in the corner of the devil’s secret realm. As for the main body, he is 

not clear, but Lu Yang knows because he is a rebirth. 

 

He also knew that there was a baby in the hands of the village chief, who could upgrade the ring of 

dreams, and tied the tadpole to become a proprietary ring. 

 

The village chief told the story he knew, took out a purple gem from his backpack, and said, “Young 

man, since we have a fate, this will be given to you. As for how he uses it, I don’t know, but since The 

demons I captured knew that this gem can restrain puppets. I hope you can find a way to use puppets to 

destroy those **** demons. “ 

 

System prompt: You get the mysterious purple gem from the village chief! 

 



Lu Yang got amethyst and was excited in his heart. This thing is the only item in the last life that can 

control the gangsters. You must know that the ring of dreams can only control the monsters below level 

50, and the level of the gangsters is instantly increased to 170. Level, or superior lord. 

 

“You can rest assured, I will find a way to control Guru.” Lu Yang’s respectful old mage clenched his 

fists, and asked, “I don’t know which demon wounded you badly. I’ll take revenge for you.” 

 

The old mage looked at Lu Yang with a smile, and said, “Master Necromancer, if you have the ability to 

kill him, please help me. If not, just forget it, don’t ask him to send him to death.” 

 

The system prompts: Kill King Spirit. Is it acceptable? 

 

Lu Yang chose to accept and said to the old mage, “I will take revenge for you.” 

 

The Necromancer is a 170-level lord monster, and it is not difficult to find. He is ready to kill the 

commander when he is finished with the things at hand. 

 

Lu Yang left the village chief’s house with the gem, and evacuated the patrol soldier to the earth wall 

behind the pawnshop. The earth wall, which is normally 2 meters high, has a gap here, and it can be 

passed with a single jump. 

 

He is a summoned beast, but it is also a monster. Once hit by a patrol soldier, he must be hunted down. 

Lu Yang didn’t want to quarrel with the human village, so he went here. 

 

There are chicks everywhere behind the village wall. The local tyrant players who were defeated by the 

six dreams that Lu Yang encountered before are here to blame. 

 

“Is it you?” Six players looked at Lu Yang at the same time, and one of the female players asked Lu 

Yang in surprise. 

 

Lu Yang asked for a moment, “What is it?” 

 



“We asked you.” The female player said angrily, “Why are you following us? Do you want to steal our 

hidden tasks?” 

 

Lu Yang was speechless. The red-haired little silly girl in front of herself asked such a straightforward 

question that if they were in the open area, these people wouldn’t want to leave, and there would be a 

group of people everywhere. 

 

“I’m not interested in your hidden missions. I killed the chickens.” Lu Yang said. 

 

Six were more vigilant. 

 

The red-haired girl said excitedly: “Our hidden task is to kill the chicks, and you really stole our hidden 

task.” 

 

In Lu Yang’s laugh, at this time, the headed blue-haired player rubbed his forehead to stop the red-

haired girl from speaking, and said to Lu Yang Gongshou, “Sorry this friend, my classmate is not sensible, 

don’t be surprised, I believe You are not stealing our mission. “ 

 

“He is.” The red-haired female player said indignantly. 

 

Lu Yang was very upset, and found that these little guys were quite interesting. He smiled and said to 

the blue-haired player, “It doesn’t matter, I can go elsewhere to play.” 

 

If the other party asked him to leave, Lu Yang turned away and ignored them. If these little guys let him 

stay, he was willing to help them. Their hidden task Lu Yang knew that this task was actually a trap. 

Eventually You will encounter a big rooster that is extremely difficult to kill. Players within level 10 can’t 

beat it. 

 

After speaking, he turned to leave, and the six of them looked at Lu Yang in surprise. Suddenly, the blue-

haired player came to Lu Yang and said, “This friend, let’s fight together, I believe you. “ 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “You really believe me.” 

 



“Of course.” The blue-haired player’s eyes were sincere. 

 

“Okay, then I’ll fight with you, but I have some trouble fighting this monster, I have to upgrade my 

summon beast.” Lu Yang pointed at the little green jelly like a slime monster around him. 

 

“Level 1 mobs should be summoned beasts.” The red-haired female player said with a small mouth, 

“It’s so inferior.” 

 

The blue-haired player glanced back at the female player with a frown, turned his head and reached out 

to Lu Yang and said, “My name is Mu Zhe.” 

 

System Tip: Player Mu Zhe sends you an invitation to form a team! 

 

Lu Yang praised him secretly. This boy treats others sincerely. In the future, he really has the ability to 

pull up a guild. He chooses to hide the information, use the anger Tianzun card, and change the name to 

an underscore. Came out to hide the name, thinking that this person was called Rage Tianzun. 

 

He clicked to agree to form a team and entered the six-man squad. 

 

Mu Zhe said to Lu Yang with a smile: “I’ll introduce you to some of my friends. They are all my 

classmates. The red-haired girl is Mi Xiaobei, the green-haired girl is Pang Lan, and the purple-haired 

man is Luo Jiang, the white-haired man is called Fan Zhong, and the gray-haired man is called Zong Lin. “ 

 

“Anger of anger?” Mi Xiaobei couldn’t wait to abandon: “Uncle, you’re such a poor name, and you 

have hidden information.” 

 

Lu Yang is really speechless to this little girl with sharp teeth and sharp lips, just like her sister Mu Yu, 

they are shy and feel very cute. 

 

“I’m only 23, don’t call uncle, call brother.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Well, uncle.” Mi Xiaobei took a sip of Lu Yang and said, “Why is there any hidden secrets?” 



 

Lu Yang laughed and said: “How can I have any secrets, can I compare with you? One by one family is so 

good, now I can afford 8888 yuan of skin, I can’t afford it, I just entered the game , Ready to be a life 

player to earn some extra money, this information is exposed, what a shame, what a shame. “ 

 

Mi Xiaobei expressed a sorry expression on her face and said, “Oh, that’s what happened.” 

 

Lu Yang felt that the little girl was not bad. She deliberately pretended to be so pitiful. The little girl’s 

sympathy immediately overflowed. Sure enough, she had never seen the world, but she was very kind. 

 

“Don’t be discouraged.” Mu Zhe said to Lu Yang: “Isn’t Lu Yang an ordinary player then, he can do it, 

we can do it in the future, we must believe in ourselves.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and asked, “Why do you all want to defeat Lu Yang so much? He is very powerful, the 

chairman of the Jagged Brothers League, the world’s first personal challenge, and there are countless 

masters.” 

 

Mu Zhe looked at the ambition in the distance and said, “Sooner or later I will surpass him.” 

 

“Let’s blame it,” Pang Lan said with a speechless expression, “Mu Zhe is a loyal iron powder of Lu Yang. 

I have heard cocoons in his ears in the past few days. Now, let’s blame it, otherwise you won’t be 

promoted to level 1 tonight. “ 

 

Mu Zhe smiled awkwardly and said, “I will surpass him.” 

 

“We believe, we believe.” Luo Jiang slashed at the chick brushed out beside him. 

 

Lu Yang hurriedly said, “Don’t kill me. The last time I left it to me.” 

 

“Okay, I’ll do my best.” Luo Jiang beat the chicken 3 times in a row to get 2 points of blood, and said, 

“Let your uncle come over.” 

 



“Oh, come on,” Lu Yang ordered, pointing to the blood-sucking chick. 

 

“噜 ~ 噜 ~!” The little green jelly crawled to the **** chicken, and a fist deep in Mengmeng’s small 

body, just click on the chicken’s head. 

 

“-1” 

 

Everyone: “…” 

 

Mi Xiaobei covered her stomach and smiled and said, “Uncle, why is your baby so hurt?” 

 

“Cuckoo” 

 

The big **** was beaten, staring back at him with a mouth. 

 

“-5” 

 

“It’s dying, it’s dying.” Pang Lan shouted anxiously: “Why the baby has so little blood, it’s a third less 

than a mouthful.” 

 

A total of 16 points of blood, 1 attack power, 1 defense force, poor death. 

 

“噜 ~ 噜 ~” 

 

He gave the big rooster a fist and killed him. The crowd was relieved, and Lu Yang breathed a sigh of 

relief, saying, “No way, this little guy is too fragile.” 

 

Mu Zhe said: “It’s okay, let’s all help together, at this time, help Brother Rage to raise the level of Guru.” 

 



Monsters summoned by the Ring of Dreams can raise a total of 7 levels, the first level is best to increase, 

kill 10 big cocks. 

 

Mi Xiaobei and Pang Lan have a lot of love for 噜噜. They really like 噜噜 Xiao Jelly’s body. They almost 

stopped holding it. Several people cooperated. Basically, each big **** has 1 or 2 blood left. Point 

tossed in front of the uncle. 

 

Lu Yang took out the recovery ring and returned blood to the puppet. Soon, the puppet killed 10 attacks, 

and a golden light burst out from his body, rising to level 2. 

 

“Finally upgraded, let’s take a look at the properties.” Mi Xiaobei said. 

 

Lu Yang shared the attributes of the cricket to everyone. 

 

Lulu 

 

Level: 2 

 

Qi and blood: 32 points 

 

Magic: 20 points 

 

Attack: 2 points 

 

Defense: 2 points 

 

“I’m going, this baby is too garbage, too garbage.” Zong Lin said. 

 

Lu Yang shrugged his shoulders and said, “No way, I just love him.” 

 



Zong Lin rolled his eyes and said, “Uncle’s world is terrible.” 

 

Mi Xiaobei nodded and said: “Huh ~ Huh ~!” 

 

Luo Jiang and others nodded. 

 

Lu Yang rolled his eyes and said, “You guys, what do you know?” 

 

Mu Zhe said with a smile: “Let’s continue.” 

 

“Fight together, fight together,” Pang Lan shouted. 

 

“Thank you, thank you very much.” Lu Yanggang was going to add blood to them. Suddenly, Xue Yiming 

sent a message and said, “It’s time for the identification equipment.” 

 

Lu Yang is playing monsters. Sorry, watching Mu Zhe said, “I’m afraid I’m leaving for a while. You can 

fight first, don’t worry about me.” 

 

“What?” Mu Zhe asked curiously. 

 

Lu Yang said, “My friend needs something to help me. I have to hang up for a while.” 

 

Mu Zhe smiled and said, “It doesn’t matter, you hang up your phone, we will help you bring the baby.” 

 

Lu Yang was somewhat surprised. 

 

“Small bit.” Mi Biao said proudly: “Go back quickly.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at a few of them, and found that everyone did not show an impatient expression, and 

was a little surprised. Not much can be done. He said, “Well then, I’ll just sit here and trouble you.” 



 

“Go, go.” Pang Lan said. 

 

Lu Yang laughed. If anyone knew, the chairman of the dignified brotherhood would be treated like this 

by two little girls. 

 

“Okay.” Lu Yangpan sat on the big rock, clicked to accept Xue Yiming’s video sharing request, and 

began to help him identify antiques. At the same time, he asked: “Any progress over there?” 

 

Xue Yiming typed and said, “I have to apply for additional money I can’t live this day. I have to serve that 

woman every day. The Italian woman, he is fierce. I take Liuwei Dihuang Wan.” 

 

Lu Yang didn’t hold back, and asked with a smile: “As for you? I’ll give you two million yuan.” 

 

“It’s almost the same,” Xue Yiming said depressedly, “I’m struggling with my blood, and this is where I 

found some news.” 

 

“Dead away, hurry up.” Lu Yang said too lazy to listen to Xue Yiming and Alice. 

 

“Hey,” Xue Yiming said proudly. “Tell you, Alice is indeed preparing to attack you recently. I was just 

asking you if you want to take the next step.” 

 

Lu Yang frowned, and said, “You want to check the news with Alice?” 

 

Xue Yiming said: “This woman, Alice, has a lot of secrets in her room. Besides, it seems that she is going 

to receive a high-level player under your control early tomorrow morning. According to her, she is a very 

advanced one, and the other three friends of Weimen and Shi Tai You will have to come before the guild 

president who attacked you last time. “ 

 

  

  



  

 

Chapter 1484 - New Bloodline-Water Soul Mage 

  

On the pit of the game, “Second World” can be called the first. Ordinary people think that if he walks in 

this way, he can merge with the lord monster and become a complete superior lord controlled by the 

player. 

 

Just kidding, when was the official so kind, the last generation did n’t know how many players had come 

with a puppet, and all of them were seconds. 

 

So that the players thought of countless ways later, they even carried the attack to let the puppet walk 

to the front of the wild ancient heterogeneous, and then there was no more, and the puppet stood 

there in a daze, and no one knew how to synthesize. 

 

The official did not give a hint, and there was no mission description. In this way, it lasted for half a year. 

When the players thought it was a pit, a guild player unexpectedly succeeded. 

 

At that time, the wild ancient aliens had been killed as a normal superior lord monster. Killing him can 

get a lot of good things. When this guild once again obtained the control of the palace, some of them 

brought players with them. Destroy the ancient heterogeneous. 

 

Fortunately, when they left the last 10,000 points of blood with the ancient ancient aliens, the level 7 

puppet launched the only special attack on the ancient ancient aliens, soul shock! 

 

Xuangu Xuan died instantly, and at the same time, Xun was merged with Xuangu Xuan, and the 20 

players who watched this guild to fight against the lord were Xuan. 

 

None of them could see how 噜噜 succeeded, and asked each other and found no results. Later, some 

people thought that the last attack might have been 噜噜 killed, and they only reacted. Later, after 

several tests, it turned out that That’s it. So far, the method of obtaining wild and heterogeneous 

species has been cracked. 

 



It is also considered that these 20 players are lucky. They are all classmates. 20 people agreed to keep 

secrets. After more than half a year, it was accidentally said by a player and told a girl that the girl was 

broadcasting live that day, which was made public. 

 

So far, these 20 people have never been able to enter the underground palace, and the major guilds 

have madly snatched the wild ancient aliens. This has become one of the most terrible wild PK 

battlefields in the New World. 

 

Lu Yang and his cricket walked to a corner 50 meters away. This is near the entrance. No blame. Then he 

returned to the lord blame. 

 

“Damn man, how dare you take away my avatar.” Huanggu Xuan growled when he saw Lu Yang return. 

 

“嘭” 

 

He had eight chains on his body. Among them, the huge chain that bound his left arm was broken by 

him and turned into his weapon. 

 

“嘭” 

 

The chain on the right hand was also broken, followed by snoring. Eight chains finally left only two on 

the left and right ribs. This was the chain that controlled his soul. 

 

System prompt: The battle will start after 5 seconds, please be prepared! 

 

Before the encounter between Xun and Xuangu, it was a way to start the battle. Otherwise, the 

monster’s name is gray and cannot start the battle. 

 

It is very easy for Lu Yang to kill such a lord. He cannot move by himself, so Lu Yang can control him to 

death. 

 



“Lava Eruption” 

 

Lu Yang pointed the lord with his staff in his right hand, and a piece of lava with a diameter of 30 meters 

appeared under his feet. 

 

“Yanyang mask” 

 

Lu Yang himself appeared a golden flame shield. 

 

“flicker” 

 

Lu Yang suddenly jumped in front of Xuangu Xuan, and one second before the start of the battle, a spell 

was spoken in his mouth. 

 

“Angry Skills-Fire Kill” 

 

The Wilderness is completely incapable of action, so it is controlled by the skills in place. There is a lava 

eruption and a sunshade to increase the rage value. Lu Yang can be reused. This trick is expected to be 

revised after Christmas, but before the revision, he can Head to any lord monster. 

 

After 10 minutes. 

 

There is only the last 10,000 points left in the wasteland of Xuangu Xuan. At this time, Lu Yang jumped 

to the back, and the control puppet ran over quickly, aiming at the wasteland of Xuangu Xuan. 

 

“Soul Shock” 

 

The huge and strange body of the ancients stopped instantly in place. The next second, a violent light 

burst out. The soul trapped by the chain was defeated and turned into six rays. At the same time, it 

escaped the control of the chain and penetrated into the body of the uncle. 

 



“哐 啷” 

 

The last two chains fell to the ground, making a crisp sound, and the huge and strange body walked 

forward to Lu Yang. 

 

System prompt: Congratulations to player Lu Yang, who successfully controlled the wild ancient aliens! 

 

Barbaric Heterogeneity 

 

Level: 170 

 

Qi and blood: 80000000000/80000000000 

 

Physical injury: 80080000 

 

Legal injury: 70000000 

 

Defense: 3628680 

 

Magic resistance: 2500000 

 

skill: 

 

Sky Penalty: The target is harmed by 20% of the current health! Cool down time is 30 seconds. 

 

Skywrath: Ignore the target’s magic defense, drop 8 alien **** thunders, each of which deals 10 times 

spell damage, and has a cooldown of 30 seconds. 

 

Sky Slash: Ignore the target’s physical defense, and play 8 consecutive physics in 1 second, causing 10 

physical damage and a cooldown of 30 seconds. 



 

Lu Yang couldn’t help but clenched his fists. This is a strange and strange strength. A non-perfect 

superior lord. Who can fight such a lord strangely? The attack power is so high. Just give him a chance to 

attack. dead. 

 

In the last life, he had never controlled the wild ancient alien species. This thing is not like other 

monsters, summoned one away, and can brush out another one in a few hours. 

 

This thing is the only one that will be brushed if it is dead. If the one summoned is not dead, it will not 

be brushed here. 

 

In the last life, this was the most fierce battlefield in the eradication of ancient and alien species. Lu 

Yang’s little guild did not dare to come, even if he held the level 10 Demon Heart. 

 

At that time, he was thinking about when he could get a wild ancient alien species, which he didn’t 

realize in this life. He looked at the monster in the distance, with a sneer expression on his face, issued a 

command and attacked. 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

噜噜 The body with a small jelly-like body came out with a small mouth, and learned to roar, and the 

ancient and heterogeneous body also roared and went towards the distance. 

 

Now, the body of cricket has become the most precious thing. Normally, a wild ancient alien is 

absolutely impossible to be killed. This thing is extremely precious to everyone. When you see that you 

are about to die, you immediately run away with the ancient ancient alien. Even with strong control 

skills, it is difficult to keep him 100%. 

 

The only fastest way to kill the wild ancient aliens is to kill the puppet that devoured the souls of the 

wild ancient aliens. The dead, the wild ancient aliens immediately become the superior lords without 

owners and are no longer controlled by the players. 

 



I still have the original appearance. The seventh-level state of the first-level mob has a total of more 

than 200 points of blood. The magic resistance and physical resistance can be ignored. Once found, at 

present, any player can put an instant skill to death. . 

 

噜噜 is also a monster. Once found by a patrolling NPC in the security zone, it will have to die, and it is 

easy to expose its position. Even if the NPC is killed, it will lead to the pursuit of other enemies, and it 

will have to die at that time. 

 

Even if it is placed under the fortress’s main capital, it may be infiltrated by the other party. There is 

such a baby helping to equip the equipment and let the hostile guild know. He would rather kill a 

regiment spy. 

 

This is an extremely troublesome problem, and the only solution is to hide the maggot in the corner 

demon realm, unless other people can enter the corner demon realm, but now the corner demon realm 

seems to be the only one, Lu Yang decided to take the cricket with him first, and then go out to 

transform the corner demon realm, otherwise, he would not sleep well. 

 

“Sky Wrath” 

 

A scream roared in the distance, and Lu Yang looked over his side, and eight blue gods thunder suddenly 

fell from the space where the roof was broken. All eight elite monsters were seconds, and many skill 

books burst. 

 

Lu Yang walked over and took a look. There are three skill books in the water system, all of which are 

water water stab skills books, which makes Lu Yang interested. The effect of water stabs is that as long 

as there is water, the water mage can Release the Spunlace skill, the range is 100 meters away. Anyone 

within the range will be attacked by 1.5 times the current spell. This is a line of attack, which belongs to 

the high-level skills of the Water Spirit Bloodline Master. 

 

Now that the skill book can burst out here, maybe related bloodlines can burst out, Lu Yang pointed at 

the various monsters in front of his left hand and ordered: “Ancient alien, attack.” 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 



The wild ancient alien rushed forward, whether it was a winged demon, a demon with a curved corner, 

or a long tail demon, the elite level could not carry the wild ancient 10 knives, and the boss class only 

needed 20 knives. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t need to see who was killed by the wild and ancient aliens. Just follow him to pick up 

things. Only one hour later, he picked up more than 200 water ghost stab skills books. 

 

This is the advantage of land reclamation. Whenever land reclamation has a very high explosion rate, 

good things can be easily obtained. Especially maps like the underground palace have a large range. It 

takes at least two days to kill a circle, but now there are ancient and alien species to fight. It is estimated 

that it can be done in half a day. 

 

In fact, the items that seem to drop here are good, but actually reach level 200. The Water Ghost Skill 

Book and Water Spirit Bloodline Certificate are very common, but at this level, it seems to be rare. The 

real value is only the ancient and exotic. The rest are all It’s garbage. 

 

But there is a benefit. At this level, this thing is still a rare item. No one knows what the ghost of the 

water soul is. The attack distance is still 100 meters, which can pit many people. 

 

“Ga ~~~!” 

 

A special voice sounded, Lu Yang turned to look at the front of the Xuangu alien, and a monster about 

the height of the Xuangu alien stood in the middle of the road. 

 

Water Soul King (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 170 

 

Qi and blood: 50000000000/50000000000 

 

The Water Soul King is about 10 meters high. The upper body is in the form of a flesh. The skin is gray 

and black. It covers the body of the hard armor. The fingers are slender and have spikes. The attack 

power is more than 30 million. 



 

There was no hair on his head, only a gray circular outline, two blood-red eyes with a trace of anger, acid 

water could be sprayed from his mouth, and the damage would be 1 million per second. 

 

Water Soul King has 8 spikes on both shoulders. When attacking, these spikes will release icicles and 

damage 2 million. 

 

Below his abdomen is the form of water, and under the vortex-like water flow are four antennae, which 

are the four antennae, which can launch a water ghost attack. 

 

Lu Yang ordered the wasteland ancient aliens to stay in place. The Water Soul King could not beat the 

wasteland ancient aliens under normal circumstances, but there was all water around him. When the 

blood was low, he could be transformed into a water ghost and dive into the water without the eyes of 

true vision. Can’t hit him at all. 

 

He built a table post in the same place, leaving the crickets and wild ancients, and flew back to Tianyu 

Shencheng. He bought 100 sets of true vision eyes in the hidden grocery store. He returned to the 

underground palace to see true vision. Eyes stuck in the ground. 

 

Eye of True Sight 

 

Description: Enemies within 50 meters have nothing to hide! 

 

This eye of true vision completely restrains the water ghost stab skills, but it also requires the player to 

be within 50 meters to release it, and rushed up, only to give the water ghost stab. 

 

Lu Yang does not need to be so troublesome. Within 30 meters away from the monster, the monster 

will not attack you, so there is no danger in putting him up. 

 

“Ancient alien, attack!” 

 



Lu Yang issued an order, and Xuangu Xuan rushed towards the Water Soul King. The two monsters had 

the same height and the same body shape. When fighting each other, Lu Yang withdrew to a distance of 

100 meters. 

 

From a distance, it is clear that the Water Soul King can’t beat the Fanggu Xenotype. When the Agu 

Ancient Xuan still has 80% health, the Water Soul King’s health is only 50%. 

 

“Water Ghost Sting” 

 

Suddenly, the body of the King of Water Souls became completely liquid, and turned into a pool of 

water that merged into the current on the ground. Far, or caught off guard, will be stabbed. 

 

On the other side, when the Spurs started, an incorporeal Water Soul King was running quietly towards 

the distance. Without the True Sight Eye, the Water Soul King would not be found at all, but now he is in 

front of the wild ancient aliens. . 

 

“Sky Wrath” 

 

“Curse” 

 

“Sky Slay” 

 

After several consecutive attacks, the Water Soul King in the incorporeal state suffered double damage. 

It took only 10 seconds to lose 40% of his health. After several attacks, he did not wait for the Water 

Soul King to return to the physical form. Just hung up. 

 

Lu Yang ran over with a puppet and looked at the items falling on the ground. Sure enough, the transfer 

certificate of the Master of Water Souls fell out. 

 

The remaining items are some 170-level ordinary gold equipment. There is nothing worthy of Lu Yang’s 

attention. After he simply collected them, he continued to attack the ancient and alien species. 

 



Behind the Water Soul King, there are a large number of Water Soul Elites and Water Souls Every time 

he kills, Lu Yang puts down an eye of true vision, the killed Water Soul monster will burst the Water Soul 

Master Transfer certificate. 

 

Lu Yang typed it for two hours, and even more than two thousand copies burst out. He felt good, and 

continued to kill. When it was dark, he killed 12 hours here, and just got one. Ten thousand transfer skill 

books and ten thousand water ghost stab skills books. 

 

He sent a message to Tu Feng and said, “Take the Logistics Corps and teleport to the Corner Demon 

Realm Palace. I have something here.” 

 

“Okay.” Ten people holding a teleportation scepter here at Tu Feng followed Tu Feng to the 

underground palace. When they saw Lu Yang, he stood not far away, holding dozens of storage bags in 

his hand, and asked with a smile. “What is this?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Water Master’s advanced transfer certificate and advanced skills are placed in the tiger 

mouth fortress.” 

 

Tu Feng nodded, took the skill book underwater into his backpack, and started to transport the skill 

book by ants moving. 

 

Lu Yang took advantage of this time to return to the corner of the magic castle, and the cricket was left 

in the ground palace, a avatar standing at the entrance to the palace, guarding the cricket. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1485 - Attack 

  

At this time, the Devil’s Legion was attacking the Frost Cemetery in the upper right corner of the 

mysterious land under the leadership of Suhabi. 

 



When Lu Yang found Suhabi, the team had pushed to the innermost place of Frost Cemetery. Suhabi 

was talking with the great lord Karabash of Frost Cemetery. 

 

Obviously, this is a lord monster that needs to be solved by Lu Yang himself. Lu Yang estimates that this 

is another story strange and can give a lot of good things. 

 

Suhabi: “Karabash, your end is here, I will absorb all your energy and make me stronger.” 

 

Karabash is a Lich. His body is shining with frosty light. The height is 5 meters. The black cloak covered 

with matrix moves on the body and flutters in the cold wind. His face is hidden inside the cloak, only half 

of his face can be exposed. Seeing a bony face, orange-red rays flashed in the two hollow eyes. 

 

“Suhabi, your ambitions have finally been exposed. You won’t succeed. I will kill you with my own hands, 

and then dedicate your soul to death, and accept 10,000 years of torture.” Karabash said angrily. 

 

“Hahahaha, you have the same idea as me.” Suhabi looked at Lu Yang and asked, “My dearest brother, 

help me kill Karabash.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “No problem.” 

 

There was a spell in his mouth, and a flash of light flashed. A strange alien appeared on the battlefield. 

The huge ten-meter-high body instantly stopped all the corner demon and other monsters present. 

 

“Ancient Heterogeneity?” Karabash said to Suhabi as if he was roaring. “Your family really hides the 

**** of death and hides the second incarnation of the ancient Heterogeneity. Suhabi, your behavior is 

equivalent to betraying the God of Death.” 

 

Su Habibi ignored Calabash, staring wildly at the strange ancient species, and said to Lu Yang, “Can you 

really control him? Can you completely control it?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Yes, I can completely control him.” 

 



“Very good, very good. Let me see his strength. I want to know what kind of monster can escape from 

the death and can also damage my father.” Suhabi said. 

 

“Damn, you all have to die, I’m going to kill you.” Karabash fell into rage and took the initiative to launch 

an attack on the wild ancients. 

 

“Frost Fury” 

 

Xuangu Xeno was damaged by Frost Critical Strike, and its health was instantly destroyed by 5 million 

points. 

 

Lu Yang immediately gave an order, and Xuangu Xuan jumped in front of Karabash, and the two big 

knives on his arm glowed orange-red. 

 

“Sky Slay” 

 

With 8 crazy knives in succession, only Karabash with 50 billion HP was killed. Hundreds of millions of HP 

were killed. Immediately after that, various ancient skills were smashed. In less than 5 minutes, 

Karabash was killed. Already. 

 

Lu Yang immediately ordered the ancients of Xuangu to return, and before the Karabash temporary 

release the Death and Withering Enchantment, all within 100 meters of him will be damaged by 4% of 

the maximum health per second for 1 minute. 

 

Su Habi was surprised to see the strange ancient species, and said to Lu Yang: “It really is a powerful 

creature, and he will definitely help me unify the entire mystery.” 

 

Lu Yang said, “Of course, in the future, he will be the strongest guardian of our mystery.” 

 

Suha Bahaha laughed. 

 



Lu Yang watched the time, walked to Karabash, looked at the items falling on the ground, and a drawing 

made him look interested. 

 

Tailoring Vest of Soul Weeping 

 

Level: 170 

 

Grade: Dark Gold 

 

Lu Yang couldn’t help but clenched his fists. It turned out that the wailing coat of the soul was made 

here. No wonder he never found it, and he didn’t find it on the Raiders. 

 

In the entire game, the most difficult monster to kill is the soul and poisonous monsters. The toxin is 

easier than the soul. At least you can find a restraint method. The soul is the most annoying, and the 

magic resistance is not effective for him. 

 

There are many nightmare copies of monsters in the 170 level that are attacked by the soul system. If 

there is equipment to prevent the damage of the soul system, such copies are very easy to play, and the 

dark gold equipment is easy to get together. 

 

Lu Yang quickly put the tailor in his backpack, and when he returned, he handed it over to Mu Yi, asking 

him to do it. He looked at the other items, and a blue diary made Lu Yang’s eyes bright. 

 

Dusty diary 

 

Description: Ancient diary, no one knows what is recorded in it! 

 

Lu Yang chose to open the diary. He saw this for the first time and didn’t know what it was. He turned 

around and found Suhabi, and asked, “I don’t know the text above, help me look at it.” 

 

Suhabi took the diary, shook his head, and said, “Sorry, this is an ancient script, and I don’t know it.” 

 



Lu Yang was speechless, put his diary in his backpack, and said to Suhabi, “I want to add defense to the 

mystery. Is there any way?” 

 

Sohabi said, “Do you mean the door? You don’t want anyone in.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “The way to control the wild ancient heterogeneous relies on the cricket. If the cricket 

dies, the ancient ancient heterogeneous loses control, so we must close the secret and prevent others 

from coming in.” 

 

If you want to close a mystery, the first condition is to gain the prestige and worship of this mystery. This 

Lu Yang has reached, and the second is to reach the full value of the intimacy with Suhabi. This is also 

the easiest. Reached, as early as on the battlefield. 

 

The third condition is to worship the reputation of the Devil Corner Council, which he has also achieved, 

and the fourth is the intimacy with the Devil Corner Elder to the full value. Similarly, he has also reached 

the fishing mission and time and space Youlong made him quickly complete all the restrictions. 

 

Suhabi said: “Yes, I can’t close the mystery, but I can build a wall at the entrance to the mystery, and 

surround our army of corner devil.” 

 

The diameter of the entrance to the mystery is 5,000 square meters. It is very large. Even if the fence is 

built and there is a special person to defend it, it is still not enough to defend the enemy from attacking. 

Looking at it is tantamount to a waste. 

 

Lu Yang shook his head. He felt insufficient defense and asked, “Is there any way to strengthen it?” 

 

Suhabi frowned, thinking for a while, and said, “You can try to take this book to find an old man on the 

icy snow-capped mountains northwest of Mystery, maybe he can find a way to answer your question.” 

 

“You build the wall first, send someone to defend, I’ll find the old man.” Lu Yang explained Suhabi, put 

on a flying carpet and flew towards the icy snowy mountains in the northwest. 

 



He felt that the corner devil’s mystery could not be hidden for a long time, and more and more antiques 

were dug out. Once someone got the corner demon’s mystery again, it was dangerous. 

 

An hour later, he came to the snowy mountain. Near a mountain peak, he saw a dragon bone. On the 

flat ground in front of the dragon bone, there was an old demon wearing a red and black cloak with a 

crutch in his hand. The white beard had grown to his chest and it was very difficult to walk. 

 

Lu Yang landed in front of the old devil. Before he could talk, the old devil looked at Lu Yang in surprise 

and asked, “I feel the ancient message in your body.” 

 

Lu Yang immediately took out his diary and gave it to the old devil, saying, “Look if this is the case.” 

 

The old demon’s hazy eyes suddenly shone, took over the diary and looked carefully, while translating 

the content for Lu Yang. 

 

The main content explained above refers to the origin of this crooked demon mystery. Originally this 

was the mystery found by the ancient devil. The original mystery was not like this, but there were many 

strange objects and creatures. Later, I do n’t know what the reason is. It was devastated and turned into 

what it is today. 

 

The dusty diary itself is a control matrix method, which controls the switch of the mystery. Everyone 

who holds the diary can choose to close the mystery for 7 days and the cooling time is 5 days. The 

method is on the last page of the diary. Say the spell above. 

 

After the old demon’s explanation, a light flashed, and Lu Yang’s skill bar added another skill, which is 

the law circle that controls the opening or closing of the mystery. Once opened, no one can enter except 

him. 

 

Lu Yang immediately chose to open it. In the past few nights, he didn’t sleep well because of the secret 

situation. He was really afraid that other people would enter the secret situation. Then his secret was 

exposed. At that time, there will be countless people looking for antiques entering this secret 

environment. Even Suhabi’s army could be snatched by others. 

 

Now that he can sleep well, it is also late at night, and he quits the game and goes home to sleep. 



 

At 10 am the next day, Lu Yang returned to the office after exercising. Xia Yuwei first found Lu Yang and 

frowned. “Boss, I suspect Zhou Tianming has an accident?” 

 

Lu Yang hesitated and asked quickly: “What happened? What happened to him?” 

 

“I suspect he will betray us.” Xia Yuwei said angrily. 

 

Lu Yang: “…” 

 

He breathed a sigh of relief. Zhou Tianming should be in Italy now. He thought it had been discovered 

and asked Alice to buckle it. He said, “You scared me, how could he What about rebellion? “ 

 

Xia Yuwei saw that Lu Yang didn’t care at all, and returned to her seat. She walked to Lu Yang and patted 

the table and said, “Several of his capable men have been making noises recently, saying that we are 

unfair, and the entire guild must be quiet. Last night, Zhou Tianming was leaving. I asked him to follow 

him and found that he had flown abroad, but I don’t know where he went. I doubt him. “ 

 

Lu Yang smiled, and he nodded with satisfaction. Xia Yuwei not only had the appearance of a goddess, 

but also had a meticulous mind to change to others, afraid that she would not do so. 

 

“Zhou Tianming asked me to take a leave of absence to travel abroad, don’t think about it, go back and 

do your own thing.” Lu Yang said looking at the documents stacked on the table. 

 

Xia Yuwei raised her eyebrows and raised the corners of her lips with bright red lips. She glanced at Lu 

Yang and said, “Boss, you have something to hide from me.” 

 

Lu Yang felt threatened and said, “I can hide anything from you.” 

 

“No.” Xia Yuwei reached out and grabbed Lu Yang’s papers, and tossed them aside, “I know very well. 

You never read such ordinary papers. Say, what did you send Zhou Tianming to do?” 

 



Lu Yang sighed and looked at Xia Yuwei and said, “It is indeed an apprentice I cultivated. I really 

understand a lot. So far, don’t ask, don’t say a word to the outside, go back to the whole team. Today 

you are going to enter He Peng’s area. , Clean up him. “ 

 

“I’m too lazy to worry about it, it’s all right.” Xia Yuwei hummed, and turned away. 

 

Lu Yang laughed. 

 

It didn’t take long for Zhuojiu, the White Lion, the half-loving half-life, and the lovely queen to find Lu 

Yang. Like Xia Yuwei, they felt that Zhou Tianming’s affairs were not right. 

 

Lu Yang found out that the group of people he had worked out. Zhou Tianming’s trip was really weird. It 

seemed that he needed to cover Zhou Tianming, so that Alice would not have more time to think about 

him. 

 

“All the vice presidents immediately called the players, the muddy wine hit the heavenly soul fortress, 

Xia Yuwei hit the black water fortress, the white lion hit the temple fortress, Tianyao hit the crescent 

moon fortress, Zhou Tianming’s team watched the house, and set off. . 

 

In the past few days, people who are ready to send out the muddy wine and others have immediately 

convened players to formally settle the scattered groups within Alice’s management. At the same time, 

Lu Yang announced on the World Channel and forum simultaneously. 

 

[World Channel] Lu Yang: It has been verified that the so-called scattered groups sandwiched between 

the Iron Brotherhood and the Group of Eight are all controlled by Alice, and are preparing to form a 

guild in the near future. In this case, this so-called scattered group is also It doesn’t exist anymore. 

Starting today, the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood officially declares war on Alice! 

 

Most of the scattered group players scattered from the Lalbag Fortress to the Crescent Fortress, except 

for the Huaxia area, most of them have just launched. This Christmas siege monster has made them a lot 

of good equipment and made a lot of money. Money. 

 



Seeing this is so good, these players and the heads of scattered people have strengthened their 

determination to stay here. Originally, they thought about getting up early today to blame the explosive 

equipment, but did not expect that such a news came, everyone was stunned. 

 

“Iron Brotherhood is coming? How can this be!” 

 

“It’s only been a few days. Why is it so bad?” 

 

“We are scattered groups, why do we bully us?” 

 

“Who Alice is, we don’t know at all. The Brotherhood of Jagged Brothers cannot bully people like this.” 

 

… 

 

Countless players complained and even cursed on the World Channel, unfortunately didn’t make any 

sense. The most elite army of the Iron Brotherhood quickly crossed the Qingling Plain into the hostile 

area. The attack was detonated, and the members of the scattered group in the four forts fled. 

 

Dozens of scattered group leaders gathered in the fortress of Lalbagh to find a way. Originally, He Peng 

was their leader, and now they turned their attention to He Peng. 

 

“Well, let me find it.” He Peng gritted her teeth, took out the phone and called Alice, and at this time, 

Alice’s side was 9 am, and she hadn’t woken up yet. 

 

“What’s the matter?” Alice was urged seven times, and the call was depressed. 

 

He Peng said: “A major incident has occurred and Lu Yang has attacked us.” 

 

“Attack on us?” Alice’s head hadn’t woken up yet. 

 



He Peng said: “It’s the area controlled by these scattered groups. Their hundreds of thousands of players 

have destroyed the fortress of Tianhun to the front of the new moon and are killing the players there.” 

 

Alice suddenly woke up and scolded angrily: “Did Lu Yang dare to hit you?” 

 

Chapter 1486 - Tian Feng\'s achievements 

  

He Peng sighed and said, “I don’t know who was leaked. We were exposed. Lu Yang knew we were 

yours.” 

 

“How would he know.” Alice frowned. 

 

He Peng said: “Leave it alone, what shall we do now?” 

 

Alice laughed sarcastically and said, “In the beginning, I advised you not to occupy this place. You had to 

listen. Do you think that Lu Yang is so kind and will leave such a clear space for you? Is it not for 

harvesting you later? Come on. “ 

 

He Peng showed a dark look and said: “Blame me, I was greedy for cheap, President, please save us, we 

don’t want to lose the guild.” 

 

Alice was very satisfied with He Peng’s attitude and said, “I had long thought that there would be a day 

when you took everyone back to the Ralbagh Fortress, and then crossed the Red Valley into the pink 

fortress area.” 

 

“Isn’t that the place of the G8?” He Peng asked in surprise. 

 

Alice proudly said, “Daniel will accept you on my behalf. I know what Lu Yang thinks, but it is a blow to 

our self-confidence. But will I be afraid of him? He doesn’t dare to stay in this area for too long.” 

 

“You wise, I’ll do it now.” He Peng said excitedly, with the back road and future plans, he knows what to 

do. 



 

Alice hung up the phone and looked at the time. It was eight o’clock in the morning. She guessed that 

Zhou Tianming had arrived at this time. She glanced over and looked at the sleeping white devil like a 

dead pig. , Took the phone and walked to the bathroom to call Zhou Tianming, the taste of President 

Xiaoxianrou, she has never tasted it. 

 

“Jingle Bell” 

 

Zhou Tianming is thinking about how to deal with Alice in the hotel alone. This is a great test for him. 

The woman on the opposite side is in his twenties and has been in the dust for many years. He thought 

about many countermeasures before he came. , But they didn’t feel perfect, and needed to be 

strengthened a little bit. Therefore, he was thinking about the rest of the time besides sleeping for two 

hours by plane. 

 

Seeing that the phone rang, he picked it up and saw that it was Alice’s call, and he could not help 

shaking, he knew that the time had come to test him, stabilized his mood, pressed the call button, and 

said, “Hello, Alice wire.” 

 

“Where are you? I want to see you first.” Alice’s voice was very soft, but it didn’t look cheap. It was a 

kind of sound and emotion that was just right. It wouldn’t be necessary to be a person with insufficient 

concentration. In a week, you will be willing to go to the fire for Alice. 

 

Zhou Tianming had seen the world and couldn’t help but sigh for Alice’s voice, and said, “I’m at the 

hotel, and I’m preparing to go out to see the scenery. Italy is the first time.” 

 

“I’m the host here. Why not let me show you the scenery?” Alice said humblely. 

 

Zhou Tianming recalled the text message Lu Yang sent to him on the plane. He was the vice chairman of 

the Jagged Brothers Alliance, the shareholder of one of the few strongest guilds in the entire New 

World, and the oldest very popular game. One of the members, if he really wants to leave the Jagged 

Brotherhood, Lu Yang has no way to embarrass him and can only watch him leave, so he now really has 

this right and momentum, enough to make a heavenly pride like Alice Lower his head and fold his waist. 

 

Zhou Tianming said with a hint of domineering in his speech, saying, “Okay, I’ll wait for you at the hotel.” 



 

“An hour, wait for me.” Alice hung up the phone smugly and quickly called for someone to arrange her 

makeup. An hour later, she appeared downstairs. 

 

At the same time, Lu Yang also learned of Alice’s arrival from Zhou Tianming. At this time, he was 

receiving reports from Tian Feng with Tu Feng and Qing Qian Zimeng. 

 

Tian Feng said quietly: “Of the ten heads, there are two traitors, one is Liu Yufeng and the other is Zhang 

Chi.” 

 

“Why?” Tu Feng stared at Tian Feng and asked: “They didn’t lift anyone one day yesterday, why did they 

conclude that they had problems?” 

 

Tian Feng said with a smile: “They have no problems, but they have problems. The ordinary groups 

under these people are discussing the unfairness of the guild and they have not given them enough 

treatment. The other eight groups Without such a problem, I can conclude that the two regiments will 

rebel as soon as war begins. “ 

 

Lu Yang looked at Tu Feng, Tu Feng nodded, and said, “Very well, these two guys do have problems, but 

we haven’t had conclusive evidence.” 

 

Tian Feng was not smug and humble, saying, “This is our job.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at Tu Feng and Qing Qian Zimeng and said, “The two of you go first and continue to 

penetrate outwards to find more enemy weaknesses.” 

 

“Yes.” Tu Feng and Qing Qian Zimeng each responded and left. 

 

Stepping out of the door, Qing Qian Zimeng couldn’t help but take a look at Tu Feng and said, “It looks 

like the boss is really fierce this time.” 

 

Tu Feng snorted and said, “Some people need to be punished. They obviously have the conditions that 

others don’t admire, but they always complain that they are not as good as others. 



 

Qing Qian Zimeng shrugged his shoulders and left. 

 

Inside the room. 

 

Lu Yang looked at Tian Feng and said, “From now on, you will officially have five million capital support. 

Give me the head of the ordinary regiment inside the investigation. They can’t hold my money and pay 

me back, please.” 

 

“Rest assured, I won’t run away.” Tian Feng said with cold eyes. 

 

“Is there any good way to solve the problem of ordinary players?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Tian Feng said, “The best way is to make them move, and then it is best to give some real benefits.” 

 

Lu Yang nodded clearly and said, “In the future, we will usually contact by phone I will come to you 

every night, and you will report to me on the day.” 

 

“Yes,” Tian Feng said. 

 

Lu Yang patted Tian Feng’s shoulder, turned away from the room, and returned to the war studio by car. 

It is not difficult to move the player. It is nothing more than playing equipment. At this stage, most of his 

people are here. Level 150, of which the most elite are 2 million to level 160, and about 3,000 or so are 

about to rush to level 170. They are all high-level players who have been hired after the global 

competitions before, and are responsible for leading the team to play copies. 

 

Lu Yang entered the game and sent a message to all vice presidents such as Zhuojiu and White Lion, as 

well as all the guild members, saying, “All members of the Iron Blood Brotherhood can enter the Heaven 

Soul Fortress to Ralbagh Fortress and play Christmas monsters. Counted as a small benefit for everyone 

in the guild. “ 

 



The explosion rate of Christmas monsters is twice as usual, there are more, more elites, and a lot of 

people are robbing. Now they are occupied by this area. No one is playing here, which is just a benefit 

for players in the guild. 

 

Almost all Jagged Brothers players are waiting for this sentence. The Huaxia area is too crowded, and Lu 

Yang does not let them kill and rob monsters. Now that there is no one to grab, they have rushed out of 

the tiger mouth fortress and ran to the new Occupy the area. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1487 - Soul Weeping Hood 

  

A few hours later, dozens of scattered groups were assembled, and tens of millions of people gathered 

outside the Lalbag Fortress. At this time, the faces of each scattered group player were unwilling. 

 

“Why leave? We are fighting with the Jagged Brothers. Who is afraid of anyone?” 

 

“Fight him, we are no worse than them, why should we retreat?” 

 

… 

 

Countless players roared unwillingly, making He Peng and a group of scattered heads on the stage very 

depressed. 

 

“Iron Brotherhood is still far away from us. Seeing that so many Christmas monsters outside can’t fight, 

we might as well fight for a while before leaving.” A casual head asked. 

 

He Peng glanced at him and said, “Can you guarantee that you can gather players to leave before Lu 

Yang’s men chase here?” 

 



The head of the casual man bowed his head and said nothing. 

 

He Peng looked at all the heads of scattered people and said, “Let ’s go, all enter the pink fortress. We 

are going to equip the equipment. It is time to upgrade the equipment. Before the next war comes, we 

must let our brothers have 150 and 160. Level Dark Gold Suit. “ 

 

He Peng ran out of the Lalbag fortress with all the scattered groups, and they could only watch the 

people such as Zhuojiu and the White Lion robbing their former “homeland” with hundreds of 

thousands of players. . 

 

“I will definitely be back again.” He Peng scolded. 

 

Fengming sounded in the sky, he looked up, but just saw Lu Yang’s Phoenix Legion and Black Raven 

Legion had appeared in the sky, the huge battle, oppressed, he felt panting. 

 

“Retreat, retreat.” He Peng shouted. 

 

Tens of millions of players are like panic birds, running more and more flustered. 

 

In the sky, De Bu tasted the corpse and saw this scene. He called Lu Yang and said, “Boss, you haven’t 

seen it. He Peng, who ran with tens of millions of people, called it a mess, only to see it. We were scared 

and didn’t know what to do. “ 

 

Lu Yang is taking his 170th-level lord baby, Xuangu Xeno, to kill the second lord monster in the upper 

right corner of the Arcane Demon Realm, Cold Wind Lord-Anugan. 

 

Suhabi has taken his mobs to kill Anukan’s mobs, and is waiting for him to kill the lord mobs. 

 

Lord of the Cold Winds-Anukan (Lord) 

 

Level: 170 

 



Qi and blood: 50000000000/50000000000 

 

Seeing that the lord monster has a lot of blood, it is still a lord monster with dual ice and wind attack 

methods. Its strength is very strong. It can be cut by his two large knives like the meat on the chopping 

board in front of the wild ancient aliens. Lose blood again and again. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t need to look at the situation over there. He even helped Xue Yiming appraise the 

antiques when he was free. He heard De Bu not taste the corpse, and said with a smile: “Take them at 

this opportunity to let them know , How big is the gap between our two sides. “ 

 

“Yes.” What German doesn’t like the corpse’s favorite is an order like Lu Yang, he shouted with a smile: 

“The boss ordered us to attack with all our strength, let our enemies know, what is the gap between the 

two of us?” “ 

 

“Oh ~!” 

 

The unpleasant crow’s bark came and went, and tens of thousands of Black Ravens quickly rushed 

towards the scattered group players in the distance. As they approached, they dropped a lot of molten 

bombs. 

 

The biggest difference between the Jagged Brotherhood and these scattered groups is that they have a 

steel discipline team and are not afraid of fighting. 

 

System prompt: You killed Lord Coldwind 

 

Lu Yang turned around and looked at the location of the wild ancient alien species. The Lord of the Cold 

Winds had already been killed by it, and he was falling to the ground, and many items were dropped 

beside him. 

 

Lu Yang walked over excitedly and picked them up one by one. Most of the items were mostly gold 

equipment. The only thing that interested Lu Yang was the tailor · soul wailing hood. 

 



This is another piece of 170-level equipment that restrains soul damage. Before that, he had not had 

time to give Mu Yi. Just in time, he returned to Tianyu Shencheng and found Mu Yi who opened a shop 

in the safe zone. 

 

“Brother, my tailor can make these two things, but it will take some time to study.” Mu Yi said looking at 

the two drawings. 

 

Lu Yang said: “You make it first, I’m going to upgrade.” 

 

He returned to the corner demon realm, and continued to brush the time and space dragon. These two 

days, the space and time dragon brushed out some more, which can let him kill for a while. 

 

On this side, Lu Yang brushed up his experience. On the other side, the devil king Suhabi began to bring 

soldiers to explore the area of the mountain lord. It is estimated that at night, he can single out the 

mountain lord. 

 

In the evening, the turbid wine and the White Lion successively sent news that from the Lalbag Fortress 

to the eastern side of the Eagle Fortress, they all returned to the control of the Iron Brotherhood, and 

the players were also playing Christmas Strange Equipment upgrades. 

 

“Boss, I checked. The Group of Eight and several other strongest guilds have no idea of sending troops to 

help for the time being. They are still in their respective areas.” Tu Feng called. 

 

Lu Yang snorted and said, “These guilds are not stupid. Although they are now an ally, they don’t know 

when they will become enemies. Unless it is a matter of life or death for their guild, they will never 

gather together easily Yes, that hurts their strength too much. “ 

 

Tu Feng said: “Yes, any guild at war with us at this time will certainly damage their strength and will be 

detrimental to their future status.” 

 

Lu Yang looked at his watch. It’s nine o’clock in the evening, and four o’clock in Italy. It’s estimated that 

in a while, Zhou Tianming will start his most dangerous level. They can easily lie to them. The defeat of 

the next seven strongest guild coalitions will not deceive, but it will be a bitter battle. 

 



He hung up the phone and began to worry about Zhou Tianming. 

 

In front of a beautiful beach on the Roman coast there is a seven-star hotel. The hotel is right next to the 

beach. Come out from the door and walk 30 meters to step on the beach. 

 

On a marble-built square next to the beach, there is a fine white and purple dining table, and the 

surrounding frame is also covered with white and purple screens. In the afterglow of the setting sun, the 

golden light is sprinkled on the water. Extend to the men and women on the sides of the table. 

 

Alice watched the scene carefully prepared by herself. She was wearing an elegant pink dress, was 

looking at Zhou Tianming’s handsome cheeks, and said, “I’m tired after playing all afternoon.” 

 

There is a commentary on the side. 

 

Zhou Tianming smiled proudly at the corner of his mouth and said to Alice: “Thank you for your 

hospitality. I have been in the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood for almost four years. It is the first time I 

have come out to enjoy the scenery so easily. I feel much more comfortable all over. 

 

In an afternoon chat, Zhou Tianming made his intentions very clear. He and Alice have formulated a set 

of rhetoric on how to persuade Galga and Sanyouweimen and others. Now they are waiting for this in 

the hotel. Several changed their clothes and came down to dinner. 

 

Chapter 1488 - Zhou Tianming\'s tongue battle 

  

Alice leaned forward, her eyes blurred with a three-pointer and said, “When you control the Huaxia 

area, I will stay with you when you want to come.” 

 

The upper half of her pink cross-dress style dress is very loose, so if you lean over, the inner layers of 

mountains will reveal a corner. 

 

Zhou Tianming looked at Alice with the same look, with a smile on the corner of his mouth, and said, 

“Hope, as you said, Galga and Sanyouweimen will be able to help.” 

 



Alice was more and more satisfied with Zhou Tianming. Such a big boy who was only 20 years old was 

unmoved by her. She could understand that Zhou Tianming was worried about the guild and had no 

intention to do other things, but Zhou Tianming Yue Well, the more she wanted to taste his taste. 

 

“Miss, Mr. Mitoemon, they are downstairs, please go to the banquet hall.” A maid came over and said 

respectfully to Alice. 

 

Alice smiled cheerfully and said to Zhou Tianming, “Let’s go, it’s time to talk about business.” 

 

Zhou Tianming nodded happily, as Alice walked to the hotel’s banquet room. 

 

On the 22nd floor, in a very spacious private room, eight friends of Mitoemon, Olma, Jerez, Radvidev, 

Tom, Gherga, Steiger and Stephen are sitting together, everyone is looking dignified. 

 

“I still don’t believe Zhou Tianming will betray. This is crazy.” Tom said with his arms raised. 

 

Radvedev asked: “Why isn’t it possible? Several of us have conducted investigations. Although the 

contradictions between Zhou Tianming and Lu Yang themselves and those under him have been 

suppressed by Lu Yang, there are still traces to follow. Zhou Tianming is not Lu The matter of impotence 

is certain, and the contradiction is certain. “ 

 

Tom shook his head with his arms in silence. 

 

Sanyou Weimen whispered, “This time is indeed very strange, but we blame it for everything that is 

unreasonable and very reasonable, and we cannot make an accurate judgment.” 

 

Olma asked, “What should we do?” 

 

As soon as the words fell, footsteps sounded at the door, and the door of the meeting room was pushed 

open. Alice came in with Zhou Tianming’s arm in her arms. She looked at the people standing up with a 

smile and said, “Let everyone wait long.” 

 



Sanyou Weimen and others thought that the later you two are, the better, and we want to talk more. 

 

“No more words.” Radeviev suddenly said, “Since President Zhou Tianming is here, we don’t need to 

guess and guess again. Please ask President Zhou to make it clear that you really left the Iron 

Brotherhood. , Or leave falsely. “ 

 

Zhou Tianming, Sanyou Weimen and others were stunned. No one expected Radevjeev to be so 

impatient, and the atmosphere on the court suddenly became tense. 

 

Alice wanted to calm down the atmosphere, but didn’t wait to talk, but Tom who came over smiled and 

pulled his arm, leading to the seat, only Zhou Tianming stood alone. 

 

The attention of the eight strongest guild presidents is that everyone is a rich man with a wealthy side, 

there are countless complicated relationships behind it, and in a foreign country, the pressure is rolling 

towards Zhou Tianming like a tsunami. 

 

Zhou Tianming smiled. He didn’t show a drop of cold sweat. He walked to the table and sat down, 

raising Erlang’s legs and saying, “How do you guys sit down and talk? But by chance I met Alice. As for 

you, Alice recommended it to me. We just met normally. “ 

 

Radvedev showed a surprised look. The recording pen in his left sleeve turned off the recording switch. 

He sat beside Zhou Tianming with a laugh and said, “It is indeed one of the four vice presidents of the 

Iron Brotherhood. Not overwhelmed by a few of us. “ 

 

If Zhou Tianming really betrayed the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood, it would be a force to be reckoned 

with. In the future war, Radvidev hopes that Zhou Tianming can become his friend and help him deal 

with several others. 

 

Sanyou Weimen and others are not stupid. Everyone knows the meaning of Zhou Tianming. Although he 

is a horse **** who is about to cross the river, he can use it as a car after crossing the river. 

 

“Let’s sit down and talk.” Tom led Alice with a smile and sat on the other side of Zhou Tianming. 

 



Alice sidled Radvedev and others with a glance, stroked Zhou Tianming’s arm, and said, “Chairman Zhou 

has not been afraid of you on the battlefield. Some of you were beaten by him last time. , Thinking that 

meeting him would scare him. “ 

 

Tom said jealously, “Alice, you are the goddess in my heart. I am so attentive to you. Why do you only 

hold Zhou Tianming and remain indifferent to me?” 

 

“Go to your heart, big radish.” Alice said playfully. 

 

Everyone laughed. 

 

There was a simultaneous translation machine on the table at the scene, which could simulate the 

speaker’s voice based on the sound, so there was no problem in communicating with the crowd. What 

surprised Zhou Tianming most was that Alice could actually speak seven languages. In addition to 

Chinese, she Be able to speak Japanese, English, Russian, Spanish, Italian, German, and Polish with 

everyone present. 

 

Stunning looks, perfect body, and superb IQ made her talk at this table with ease. Soon, everyone would 

eat, drink and communicate happily. 

 

“President Zhou Tianming.” Alice said that the timing was too bad, and said proudly, “Tell you one thing, 

these eight people are here with me, but not in white, they are ready to attack your brotherhood. “ 

 

The eyes of the crowd condensed once again on Zhou Tianming’s body, and each chairman’s eyes were 

examining Zhou Tianming’s face. 

 

As if Zhou Tianming hadn’t heard her, he drank a glass of wine easily and said, “You can’t win.” 

 

“Why?” Tom asked. 

 

Zhou Tianming smiled and said, “You know the reason, you don’t need to say more.” 

 



The defense capability of the Tiger Mouth Fortress has reached its limit, and every inch of land has been 

used to the extreme by Lu Yang only for war. 

 

Tom continued: “I have n’t participated much in the last battle. I have heard of the strength of the Tiger 

Mouth Fortress, but the last failure we have summed up. This time we came together and the Tiger 

Mouth was absolutely untenable. of.” 

 

Everyone nodded Zhou Tianming glanced at the crowd, his eyes fixed on Steiger, and said, “You can’t 

join forces to attack, President Steiger cannot participate, right.” 

 

Steiger was shocked. This kind of thing is the core secret of the Jagged Brotherhood. Zhou Tianming 

even knew this, and even said this. He couldn’t understand it. Is Zhou Tianming really going to rebel? 

 

Mitomonemon and Gelgar looked at Steiger. 

 

“Did President Zhou really say that?” Radeviev asked. 

 

Steiger shrugged his shoulders and said, “This is the secret of our guild. Of course, I will still consider 

attacking the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood.” 

 

Zhou Tianming smiled proudly and said, “Now there are 7 left, and no one is attacking the Tianjian 

Fortress. Then Lu Yang can reinforce the players there to the tiger’s mouth, relying on the fortress, and 

fight against you in the city within ten days , I bet you can’t hit the first fortress below. “ 

 

Everyone was speechless. 

 

Chapter 1489 - condition 

  

As Zhou Tianming said, uniting the Jagged Brotherhood without internal disturbances is terrifying. With 

the strength of Sanyouweimen and others, even if they unite to siege the tiger mouth fortress, Lu Yang 

will fight against them outside the fortress and rely on the fortress to defend them. It’s hard to get 

under the fortress in the sky. 

 



If the war turns into a protracted war, no president can accept it, and there are enemies around them, 

and not to mention this. Just talking about the money and materials spent in the past ten days is enough 

to make their president feel a headache. 

 

There are fifteen walls in the tiger mouth fortress, they want to break in, even if it is calculated based on 

three days for each wall, this is one and a half months, and then wait until the official battle with the 

Iron Brotherhood in the China region, at least one more For more than a month, this money cost is 

enough to buy all their guilds and multiply by ten. 

 

Stephen and Tom and others looked at Alice, 

 

With a charming smile on Alice’s face, she turned to look at Zhou Tianming and said, “What if you leave 

the Brotherhood of Iron Blood, leave with your brother, and cooperate with us?” 

 

Zhou Tianming sneered with “Ha” and said, “Why should I betray the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood? I 

have a 1% stake in the guild, or the vice president of the guild. I have an annual salary of several million 

and a dividend of tens of millions at the end of the year. What is the reason for my betrayal? “ 

 

When Tom and Stephen heard this sentence, not only did they not show a worried look, but everyone’s 

eyes showed a light. This sentence proves that Zhou Tianming is really reluctant, just waiting for their 

conditions. 

 

“President Zhou hasn’t been happy in the Jagged Brotherhood,” Stephen asked. 

 

Zhou Tianming shrugged his shoulders and said, “I know that you, the president, placed some 

information in the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood Brothers, and can get some clues, but that is all false. I 

am in the Brotherhood of Iron Blood and all the vice presidents, The president’s relationship is very 

good, without any contradictions. “ 

 

Tom said, “But what do I think you are getting more and more out of the circle.” 

 

“What’s wrong?” Zhou Tianming frowned. 

 



Tom waved his hand to stop Zhou Tianming’s words and said with a smile: “Chairman Zhou doesn’t need 

to conceal. We all know that the Brotherhood of Iron Blood has a circle. The group of people who first 

followed Lu Yang was a circle, a faction. You joined the guild and formed your own faction, which is why 

you have worked so hard in recent years. “ 

 

Olma proudly said, “One more thing, you and the other vice presidents who joined later are not the 

same. They do n’t have actual shares in the company, only dry shares. They are still migrant workers. 

They have limited control over their opponents, but you The control ability of your opponents is 

absolute. Your people only listen to you, and do not listen to other people’s instructions. “ 

 

Zhou Tianming was slightly proud, saying: “This is the privilege given to me by the chairman, for the 

convenience of directing his brothers.” 

 

Stephen said: “If I have such a vice chairman, after the external stability, first remove him first, and then 

cut off his forces one by one.” 

 

“What do you mean?” Zhou Tianming frowned. 

 

Sanyou Weimen and others carefully observed Zhou Tianming’s expression. They confirmed that the 

young man under 20 was not sensitive to politics and knew nothing about how to be a leader. 

 

This is in line with common sense. After all, it is only 20 years old. In such a world, how can young people 

know how many people are so young, which makes them a little contemptuous for Zhou Tianming. 

 

Stephen went on to say: “It’s not easy, my guild, why would anyone want to be against me at any time, 

right?” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Radvedev said with a sneer: “I have a vice president in your guild who is still idle at home, and my wages 

have been hacked by me. As for the share, hum, I told the guild All investors, no dividends within five 

years. “ 

 



Zhou Tianming asked: “Your guild investors didn’t bother you?” 

 

Radvedev said proudly: “I and a few major investors own 51% of the total equity of the Association. I 

can’t tell the difference, how can they take me?” 

 

Olma said: “This is where you are now.” 

 

Zhou Tianming stood up angrily and said, “If your conversation today is to discredit my relationship with 

the chairman, then the conversation is over.” 

 

After speaking, Zhou Tianming turned and walked out, leaving only the surprised Olma and others. 

 

Alice quickly stood up and held Zhou Tianming, said softly, “Don’t hurry, they are not malicious, they are 

all for your good.” 

 

“That’s right, let’s just talk, see how excited you are.” Tom smiled charmingly, but he looked down on 

Zhou Tianming a lot. 

 

Zhou Tianming was pulled back to his seat and looked at Tom and others angrily and said, “I hope this is 

the last time I heard such a thing.” 

 

“Of course.” Stephen said with a smile. “Then let’s say something else, drink and drink.” 

 

… 

 

Several presidents toasted Zhou Tianming on the spot. They have seen clearly that Zhou Tianming had 

the idea of betraying Lu Yang, just because they did not give enough chips and did not want to negotiate 

with them. 

 

The chat didn’t end until 11pm. No one discussed about the guild, just eating and drinking, waiting for 

Zhou Tianming to return to the hotel to rest. These people went into a small private room and started to 

discuss how to give Zhou Tianming chips. . 



 

“It is better for us to promise that after defeating Lu Yang, let him occupy half of Lu Yang’s original 

territory, it is tantamount to giving him the opportunity to become the next iron brother alliance.” Olma 

said. 

 

Tom glanced at him and said, “Zhou Tianming hasn’t been stupid enough to that extent. He’s not one of 

those scattered groups. This little trick can’t reach him, and he has to give real money. 

 

Radvedev asked, “Do you mean giving money?” 

 

Tom said, “Wanting to buy such a person is not just as simple as giving money, but also giving him 

sufficient territory. He will not be limited to taking money away. I believe he also hopes to get More 

territories. “ 

 

“Then how much do you want to give him,” Stephen asked. 

 

“It’s better for us to be more generous, give him a billion dollars in cash, and give him a nine-star league 

area.” 

 

“Wow ~! You said, but I went to the richest place.” Stephen said. 

 

“Yeah, there is also our Russian region, which is what I want most.” Radeviev said. 

 

Tom smiled and said, “We have an old saying in the United States that the big tree that leaves the soil 

cannot survive. We sent him out of the Huaxia area, and he was gone. You also said that there are a 

large number of players in Russia and we have There are a lot of players in the guild. Will Lu Tian 

disappear when Lu Yang disappears? “ 

 

“That makes sense.” Stephen and Radvijev and others cast their praises. 

 

  

  



  

 

Chapter 1490 - New battlefield 

  

“What about those billions of cash?” Radvidev asked suddenly. 

 

Tom said, “Nine of us here have average points.” 

 

Steiger shook his head and said, “Sorry everyone, I can’t participate in this matter.” 

 

“Do you really want to hit Liu Jie?” Sanyou Weimen asked. 

 

Steiger faced the gaze of the crowd and said, “You don’t want me to be forced to grab your place one 

day.” 

 

Sanyouweimen and others instantly realized that Steiger now has no site, but has a large amount of cash 

support, and the strength is recovering quickly. However, a guild must have enough territory to retain 

players. Steiger now has no site. It is necessary to fight. If he cannot defeat Liu Jie, he is afraid to turn his 

head and enter the central region to help one force deal with other forces. 

 

“You can hit you, we believe we can handle it.” Olma said quickly, Steiger first walked out of the 

northern area and he and Sanyouweimen area, he did not want such an enemy. 

 

Sanyouweimen and Radvedev also nodded one after another, advising Steiger to regain the site and 

never to come to the central mountain area, if they need information, they will provide it in time. 

 

This is what Steige wanted. He took a dangerous move, which might expose the news that he was about 

to attack Liu Jie, but it is more likely that these old guilds provided him with additional information to 

help him recapture. Construction site. 

 

“Okay, I won’t listen to your next conversation, I’ll go back.” Steiger tightened his clothes and turned 

away. 



 

Sanyou Weimen followed the door, and whispered in Steiger’s ear: “Teleplay first, Liu Jie, in order to 

guard against you, deployed a large number of players in Germany and France.” 

 

Steiger glanced at Sanyouweimen with a smile and said, “Thank you.” 

 

When the car came, Steig got in and left, and Sanyouweimen turned back to the room and asked, “Now 

there is one person missing. What do you think?” 

 

“I need three days for a billion credits,” Alice said. 

 

“A bit slow,” Stephen said, worried that Zhou Tianming couldn’t wait. 

 

Tom said: “Time is not a problem. We can sign a contract first. If the money is not enough to use 

collateral, the contract is completed and placed in an official fair agency. They can guarantee for both of 

us. We can assure Zhou Tianming and we can also rest assured. 

 

Radvedev said: “Yes, there is still a period of time before the start of the global competition, and there is 

still a month to go to the final. It is enough for us to prepare, and we need to upgrade our equipment.” 

 

Everyone nodded. 

 

Olma looked at Mitomonmon and asked, “You usually love talking, why not talk this time?” 

 

“Yeah.” Stephen asked. In the last war, Sanyouweimen commanded very well, but they were attacked 

by Lu Yang, otherwise the outcome was unpredictable. 

 

Sanyouweimen looked at the people and smiled, and said, “Nothing. I’m following everyone this time. 

You said very well, I won’t say anything.” 

 

In fact, there was still some disbelief in Zhou Tianming’s betrayal in his heart, but everyone else agreed, 

and he couldn’t disagree, otherwise, I’m afraid he didn’t wait for Lu Yang to be destroyed by everyone. 



 

“Well, if everyone has no opinion, then it’s settled. Please ask Alice to talk with President Zhou Tianming 

to see if this condition will work.” Tom showed a confident and charming expression. 

 

Alice glanced at him and said, “Don’t underestimate Zhou Tianming. He is very cautious. Unless he has 

signed a contract, he will not tell you the truth.” 

 

Everyone sneered and didn’t take Zhou Tianming seriously. After all, in front of them, Zhou Tianming 

was much younger. 

 

“Forget it, I’m going up.” Alice turned to the hotel, knocked on Zhou Tianming’s door, explained the 

conditions of each party in detail, and said with a charming voice: “Chairman Zhou, I take my heart It’s 

all for you. You have to give me a cross talk this time. “ 

 

Zhou Tianming looked at Alice, who was half-lying in bed, and said, “This condition is good. I believe you 

have made a great deal of determination, and I can just leave the Huaxia area, so that people will not 

talk about me every day.” 

 

“That’s it.” Alice blinked her left eye with a sweet smile. 

 

“Well, tell them and show me the contract. After signing it, I will tell them how to defeat Lu Yang. This 

iron brotherhood, I’ve had enough.” Zhou Tianming took a hint of sigh. Said. 

 

“I’ll go now.” Alice ran downstairs happily. 

 

Zhou Tianming was expressionless. He secretly sent a message to the black knife that followed, and 

immediately sent the black knife to Lu Yang. 

 

Inside the game. 

 

Lu Yang is brushing the Dragon of Time and Space and has been playing for two consecutive days. His 

four avatars have risen to level 163, a long distance from level 170, and the Dragon of Time and Space 

has also been brushed. The next refresh is required. Wait until a day later. 



 

“It looks like it’s time for the Water Soul Master to do business.” Lu Yanggang took out the intercom, 

and the text message came over. After opening it, there was a recording, and the messages discussed by 

Alice and Zhou Tianming were all in it. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and secretly said: The next time the seven strongest guilds jointly attack, he wins again! 

 

“Hei Yan, immediately distributed the blood soul Master’s blood, all gathered in the tiger mouth 

fortress.” Lu Yang said. 

 

“Yes.” Hei Yan replied that originally these transfer credentials were in the guild warehouse, and Hei Yan 

had the right to call them at any time. 

 

Lu Yang then called Chen Qiang and asked, “How have you been in these two days.” 

 

Chen Qiang was rubbing his sweat and faced the ordinary players who persecuted him. After listening to 

the words of Luyang, he said dejectedly, “Boss, I’m so embarrassed, I asked me to take them to 

upgrade.” 

 

Since the 90,000 people followed Lu Yang to upgrade, others regretted death. Except for watching their 

ranks go up every day, it was not a taste. The Christmas monsters refreshed at 10 o’clock every night. 

They came to Chen Qiang after the fight. complain. 

 

“These are all night players, very valuable, boss, if you don’t want a way to take them to upgrade.” Chen 

Qiang said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “The purpose of my visit is to gather them to the Tiger Mouth Fortress, or 90,000 people. 

Let’s go to the new battlefield.” 

 

“It’s great, I’ll gather them.” Chen Qiang said excitedly. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and closed the intercom. This time he was leading the team to fight another 100,000 

people. His soil avatar is still in the battlefield, and his water body is still fishing. Into this new battlefield. 



 

Due to the special rules of the game, the mage with two separate bloods can only get one point when 

the five bodies come in together. Therefore, it is inappropriate for five people to play a copy together, 

and they can only play separately. 

 

This time Lu Yang and the 100,000 people they fought on the battlefield are called robbed relics. In a 

horizontal map, there are three intersections on the left and right. There are three relics in the middle. 

Which one can put the three relics first. Extreme things, even if victory. 

 

Do n’t look at only three relics but it ’s very difficult to fight. The relics are in the middle position. It takes 

1 minute to open. This is a very difficult battlefield, and the two sides want to separate the winner and 

loser, usually waiting for the time to end. 

 

However, it ’s different now. The Water Soul Master is dedicated to this battlefield. On the line in the 

middle of the battlefield, there is a river 100 meters wide. The river is not deep, only 30 cm, but it is 

enough for the Water Soul Master to release. Skills out. 

 

“Boss, the assembly is complete.” Hei Yan took Chen Qiang to the city and said to Lu Yang together. 

 

Lu Yang looked down, 100,000 people moved their heads, nodded, and said on the team channel: 

“Everyone is ready, I call 321, and enter the battlefield together.” 

 

“1” 

 

“1” 

 

… 

 

This is a simple AC signal, meaning you know, Lu Yang counted down for three seconds and pressed the 

battlefield queue button. A flash of light flashed, and 100,000 people entered the battlefield at the same 

time. 

  



 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1491 - Rift Upgrade Mode 

  

The light flashed, Lu Yang entered the battlefield, and he shouted immediately: “Ordinary players stay, 

and the water mage divides into three teams to grab relics at various intersections and charge.” 

 

90,000 players stayed in place, 10,000 Water Mage automatically divided into three teams, and quickly 

ran to the middle of the battlefield. This battlefield is not allowed to use wind elves and acceleration 

scrolls, which is fair. 

 

Lu Yang ran in the middle position. He looked to the sides as he ran. This is a gorge-shaped area with 

cliffs on both sides. Water is flowing down from above. 

 

The more you run to the middle, the lower the terrain, the more water flows together. Normally, this 

map has a water mage has advantages, but it is also limited. If the opponent has a long-range 

occupation, water mages hiding in the water will also suffer. attack. 

 

Unfortunately, the player’s level is not yet 170, and the high-level shooter blood is difficult to find, which 

gives the water soul mage a chance. 

 

“The water source is in front of the holy thing, jump in and immediately launch the water soul skills.” Lu 

Yang shouted. 

 

“Yes.” Water Soul Master is led by the waves. He has no blood soul blood, but he has the blood of the 

blue dragon, and his attack power is stronger in an instant. 

 

On the other side. 

 



In a team room, a player shouted into the microphone with a laugh and shouted, “Brothers, I am 

honored. The enemy we are facing is the Brotherhood of Jagged Brothers, or their chairman will lead the 

team in person.” 

 

“Well, that’s good.” The players around him said playfully. 

 

The two people who spoke were called Tianxing, and one was called Earth Fire. The two were the 

chairman and deputy chairman of the Starfire Guild. They had been sheltered by the Brotherhood of 

Iron and Blood before. They did not participate in the last battle. At around level 160, and after the 

betrayal guild was broken up, a large number of such players were absorbed into the club, and they 

have been staring at Tu Feng’s men. 

 

“I’ve always wanted to teach the strength of the Jagged Brothers Alliance, and today is just right.” Tian 

Xing said with a smile. 

 

The ground fire leaned closer and said, “Want to please Alice.” 

 

Tian Xing smiled proudly and said, “Who doesn’t want such a woman.” 

 

He shouted, “Brothers, the Brotherhood of the Iron Blood is opposite. Pay attention, and let me go.” 

 

A large part of the players he brought out this time were vengeful against the Brotherhood of Iron and 

Blood, that is, the person who was broken up by the guild last time and heard that it was Brotherhood of 

Iron and Blood, rushing towards the Landing Sun. 

 

Lu Yang was standing by the water and watching, seeing the enemy rushed so fiercely, the player who 

entered into the range of 100 meters still had the light of hatred in his eyes, and he was happy. 

 

“Kill Lu Yang.” 

 

“Beat the Jagged Brotherhood.” 

 



“Revenge on the boss.” 

 

… 

 

Numerous shouts made Lu Yang understand, his eyes turned cold, and he stood in the middle with a 

sneer. 

 

“Look at me to kill him.” Di Huo rushed forward, only 80 meters away from Lu Yang, and in 20 meters he 

would be able to launch a jump blow. 

 

But at this moment, a ray of water suddenly appeared under his feet, and then a spiky spurted out. 

 

“Water Ghost Sting” 

 

The speed of the ground fire was instantly reduced by 30%, and his health was destroyed by more than 

2 million. He was a three-turn fierce battle with a total of more than 13 million health. One attack killed 

him by one-sixth. He has a little blood, and the enemy doesn’t know where he is yet. 

 

“What kind of attack, the damage is so high.” Dihuo looked back and found that the players behind him 

in the same straight line also suffered a lot of damage. They are more than 150 players, and their health 

is nearly half less than him. This attack could not stand four times. 

 

“What’s going on, who puts the skills.” The ground fire quickly looked around, but could not see the 

enemy at all, but a large number of water ghosts suddenly appeared on the water, and sometimes 

several water ghosts attacked an area at the same time. The player died instantly. 

 

“The healing is fast, and the damage is resisted.” Di Huo roared: “Anti-war and anti-riding step forward, 

the rest of the people are copying from both sides, I don’t believe this skill can hit the full range.” 

 

The map is very large. Countless players spread out on both sides of the relic, but as long as they are 

within 100 meters, they will suffer a lot of damage. 

 



“The two sides can’t rush in.” Tianxing ran over in depression, gritted his teeth and looked at Lu Yang 

standing 150 meters away. 

 

At this time, Lu Yang only had 1,000 blue dragon mages around him, but no one launched an attack. He 

just stayed with Lu Yang and watched. Any enemy player who rushed into the range of 100 meters was 

hit by a water ghost. Nowhere to run. 

 

The Water Soul Masters are all hiding behind Lu Yang at this time, and they are presented in the form of 

soul. Once attacked, they are twice as damaged, almost instantaneous, but they hide deep, leaving only 

the Water Soul to activate the skills in place. 

 

Lu Yang sent a message asking about the situation in the other two places and saw that it had stabilized. 

He said to the waves, “Take the holy thing back, we should end.” 

 

“Good grin.” The waves hurried toward the relic. 

 

The sparks on the opposite side are ordering the combination of anti-war and holy horses to run 

towards the holy things, the anti-war tops in front, and the holy horses hide behind. Unfortunately, they 

ca n’t even approach the holy things 20 meters, because the treatment behind All dead, they stood in 

front and couldn’t hold back with potions, and they hung up without waiting for 10 seconds to open the 

relic. 

 

When the waves came in front of the relic, there was no enemy within a radius of 50 meters. He chose 

to open the relic. The people of the Starfire Guild could only watch but there was no way. 

 

Soon, the waves returned to the base with the relic, and someone on the other side returned with the 

relic. The three turned in the relic at the same time. 

 

System prompt: your team won the battlefield 

 

You get 5000 battlefield points 

 

Everyone looked at the time and it took only 17 minutes. 



 

“It’s so cool, this upgrade is too fast.” 

 

“Boss is really interesting, this upgrade is not difficult, I will soon reach level 160.” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang heard a smile on his face as he heard the shouts of the players, saying, “Continue to the next 

game and wait for me to change avatars.” 

 

He controlled the wind clone and the waves and other people to enter the battlefield, and the 

consciousness flew back to the body. Now there is only one thunder clone that has nowhere to place. 

 

However, in terms of upgrading the Thunder clone, Lu Yang is not too anxious, because he has a better 

way to upgrade. After the annihilation of the surrounding lords is gradually eliminated, the level can be 

upgraded in stages. Each level upgrade can create more Good arms, when the base is upgraded to level 

7 full level, you can make shops and buy experience Dan, each experience Dan contains 30 million 

experience. 

 

Lu Yang found Suhabi. At this time, Suhabi had opened up wasteland to the third lord, the mountain 

lord-Endivans. 

 

Alpine Lord-Endevins (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 170 

 

Qi and blood: 70000000000/70000000000 

 

Lu Yang didn’t need to talk nonsense. He directed the Lord of the Mountains to launch an attack. In less 

than 20 minutes, the Lord of the Mountains died and a tailor’s drawing · soul wailing gloves burst out. 

 



System Tip: You killed three lords and liberated the high mountain area. You can mine gold mines here 

to make soldiers and defenses. 

 

Suhabi came to Lu Yang and said, “Brother, you have further received our approval from the corner 

demon. Now, I give you the right to build a castle.” 

 

A page appeared in front of Lu Yang with money X500, iron ore X500, wood X500 and grain X50000 

points. 

 

Food is fishing. Lu Yang has been doing it, money can be used to build soldiers, iron ore can be used to 

make weapons and armor, and wood can be used to upgrade base buildings. 

 

Lu Yang was already familiar with this set of cars. He immediately chose the 50 hard labors in the corner 

camp, all of them came to the northeast, including 20 gold mining, 10 wood harvesting, 17 iron ore 

mining, and food. Fishing with his water mage is enough. 

 

Then he chose to build the interface, found the remaining three hard labors, and built three basic 

barracks. 

 

The purpose of building soldiers is to attack other mysteries. The official has opened this player. Each 

time he breaks through other people’s mysteries, he can get 30% of the opponent’s basic materials. 

 

Lu Yang believes that there are many people who have built the secret realm, but he believes that there 

are not many people who can get the secret key. As long as other secret realms are rich, he can attack. 

 

The purpose of creating more corner demon is to prevent the soldiers from dying too much. After all, his 

covert protection period is only 7 days, and then he will encounter other attacks from the covert. In this 

case, he might as well build more soldiers first, Come to defend. 

 

Lu Yang clicked on the attack option. For a moment, a dense list of secret realms appeared in front of Lu 

Yang, and there were tens of thousands of attackable secret realms. 

 



He shook his head. Sure enough, there are many people in this game. Many people originally thought 

that it would be good to have hundreds of mysteries. I didn’t expect so many. 

 

“In this case, I’m welcome.” Lu Yang chose to arrange the moments and counted according to the 

collection of resources. The richest mystery was ranked first. 

 

Lu Yang took a closer look and raised an eyebrow. This is a desert mystery. In such a mystery, resources 

can be built to the first place, and the other party must have developed for a long time. 

 

He chose this mysterious realm, and sent out all the upgraded corner devil elites, a total of more than 

5,000 people, plus 4,000 recruits, exactly 10,000 people. 

 

On the other side, Lu Yang was surprised that everyone in this mystery was Alice and the Thorn Birds 

organization. The White Devil is busy looking for antiques with a small number of players This is his most 

important thing right now. He did not expect such a good thing to have such a good thing, but antiques 

are not easy to obtain, and you need to pay 100 yuan for the toll. 

 

“We need to make at least two more antiques today, or we will lose.” After looking for three places in a 

row, there were no real goods, which made the White Devil a bit upset. 

 

The deputy around him looked at the White Devil, and said with a whisper: “Boss, don’t you go and see 

Alice, he is now negotiating with Zhou Tianming.” 

 

The White Devil smiled proudly and said, “Zhou Tianming is already doing everything right. All we need 

to do now is to provide Alice with sufficient funds.” 

 

The deputy’s face was crooked and said, “Is it not good to kill well and make money, what kind of guild 

must be established?” 

 

The white devil frowned and looked at the deputy, saying, “That’s Alice’s dream. In the future, a guild 

will be established, and everyone will have a share dividend. We don’t need to be so busy upgrading, 

just sitting at home counting money. 

 



This is the words of Alice Flickering White Devil, but if they succeed in defeating Lu Yang according to 

Alice’s words, they really have the possibility to realize their wishes. 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1492 - Split 

  

The deputy thought about it and sighed. He could see that the White Devil had approved Alice’s plan, 

and other men also had such ideas. After all, who can lay down to make money, who wants to make 

money busy. 

 

“Okay, I won’t say any more, and then work.” The deputy raised his hoe, and as he was about to plan 

down, he found that the countless corners of the gate where the pyramid castle was located turned out. 

come. 

 

“What is the situation and how can there be a corner demon?” Said the deputy confused. 

 

The white devil also found the problem and frowned at the corner demon. Among the glittering corner 

demon monsters, many of them were elite and boss-level, and their levels were around 175. 

 

“No, this is a corner upgrade monster that attacked Lalbagg Fortress and Purgatory Fortress. Damn it. 

These monsters are controlled by the player, everyone returns to the fortress to participate in the 

defense.” The white devil yelled, Gu Unable to run, he quickly ran towards the secret castle, and when 

he was on the road, he opened the panel and released the desert demon cavalry in the secret. 

 

Speed battles on both sides are together. These soldiers have no specific control. After issuing the attack 

order, they can only watch them attack forward. 

 

Lu Yang turned into the shape of the two kings of curved corners, and advanced forward in it. Soon, the 

two sides fought together. The total number of desert demon cavalry was also 10,000, but they were 



not upgraded. After fighting each other, they were quickly crushed. It was crushed, and there were more 

than 8,000 people remaining in the corner devil. 

 

“Break their pyramid.” General Bendhorn Vanguard roared, and rushed towards the pyramid with the 

group of clusters. After a slash, the pyramid quickly burst. 

 

The system prompts: you get 5000 gold coins, 60,000 wood, 20,000 iron ore, and 30,000 food. 

 

Lu Yang laughed. There are really enough secret materials, especially gold coins. This is a must-have for 

buying experience. He looked around, and just saw the angry expression of the white devil in the 

distance. antique. 

 

“It turned out that you found the antiques in the mysterious realm.” Lu Yang knew in his heart that each 

secret realm produced something different. The curved corner magical realm gave the experience Dan, 

and here is the antique. 

 

“Who the **** is, come out to Lao Tzu, I will definitely avenge you, I will definitely avenge you.” The 

White Devil shouted angrily. 

 

Lu Yang ignored the white devil. At this time, he exposed himself. That was a fool’s job. With a wave of 

his arm, the entire Devil Army returned to the secret place. 

 

He opened the control interface, and successively built barracks, war mills, and houses, and then he 

chose to upgrade the corner castle. 

 

The system prompts: 1 hour before the end of the upgrade! 

 

Lu Yang looked at the time. It was almost four o’clock in the middle of the night. He quit the game and 

went home to rest. 

 

By noon the next day, Lu Yang returned to the game after the workout, and the angled magic castle was 

upgraded to become a level 2 base, and each building changed. 

 



He opened the barracks, looked at the population, and had a corner demons with a population of 

10,000. He opened a corner demo workshop to upgrade the soldiers’ attack and defense. At the same 

time, several clones continued to upgrade the level according to yesterday’s method. . 

 

In the map, Suhabi completed an external attack on the Lord of the Nuanshui River. 

 

Zhou Tianming called and Lu Yang pressed the call button and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

 

“I’m on the plane back.” Zhou Tianming squealed and said excitedly, “they have already agreed to join 

and gave me a big contract.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Pay attention to safety.” 

 

“Rest assured, all have been checked by the black knife around, no problem.” Zhou Tianming said. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and asked, “Are there any special requirements?” 

 

Zhou Tianming said: “I mentioned one, but I promised, and it was nothing, when I rebelled, I asked me 

to log in to the game myself.” 

 

Lu Yangmeng’s eyes widened and cursed: “Your boy is looking for death, you dare to go to Mexico. This 

plan will stop here and will not continue.” 

 

Zhou Tianming said with a smile: “I knew you would disagree, but I agreed, and they could kill me.” 

 

Lu Yang gritted his teeth and said, “Really, you get off the plane and hurry back. This is the case, 

absolutely no more.” 

 

“You’re waiting for me to come back.” Zhou Tianming hung up the phone, showing a determined look in 

his eyes. He must do this. If he doesn’t, the Iron Brotherhood will definitely fall apart in the next three 

years. . 

 



The seven strongest guilds in the distance do n’t say that there are rebellions in India and South Korea 

nearby. If the three friends and guards gates destroy the Iron Brotherhood, they can really do it. Since 

he has this opportunity to save the guild, he Never miss it. 

 

It may be silly to do so, but others absolutely cannot understand the influence of War Studio and Game 

City on him. This is a holy place in his heart and no one is allowed to destroy it. 

 

Inside the game. 

 

Lu Yang watched the lord blame his death with no excitement, picked up his soul and wept his trousers 

and put it in his backpack, and continued to think about Zhou Tianming’s affairs. 

 

The danger is too great. He cannot guarantee Zhou Tianming’s safety. In any case, he cannot let Zhou 

Tianming pass. 

 

Looking at the time, Zhou Tianming has at least 10 hours to return, and he can only continue to upgrade 

in the game. 

 

Attacking other mysteries is very simple. Many people have not yet figured out how to defend and 

attack them. Lu Yang, a latecomer, easily penetrated more than 20 mysteries in a day and obtained 

more than 100,000 gold coins and other materials. At this time , Curved Magic Castle is also level 5. 

 

Lu Yang believes that he can reach level 7 early in the morning. He quit the game and just dropped his 

helmet. Zhou Tianming walked in. 

 

During the conversation here, Zhuo Jiu, Xia Yuwei and others knew about Zhou Tianming’s return. 

Zhenglian came over and saw what the two were talking about. He could not help anger and pointed at 

Zhou Tianming and scolded: “Are you trying to betray us?” 

 

Zhou Tianming gave a mocking look at bitter love for a long time and said, “Why am I going to betray? 

Don’t buckle my hat.” 

 



“You!” The bitter love could not find evidence for half his life. The only evidence was the conversation 

between Zhou Tianming’s men in private. 

 

The White Lion frowned and said, “Zhou Tianming, we all take you as a brother. At least you control 

your players, don’t let them spread words that are not good for the guild. This will split your men and 

the guild.” 

 

Zhou Tianming stood up and said with a smile, “Cheng, I just said it.” 

 

“What kind of attitude do you have.” Suffering love is half angry and anxious. Everyone who sees clearly 

sees Zhou Tianming’s perfunctory, raises his fist and hits Zhou Tianming’s right face. 

 

“嘭” 

 

Zhou Tianming couldn’t wait to be beaten. He jumped up in anger, kicking his feet towards the bitter 

love for half a life, and the people around him quickly separated them. 

 

“Don’t fight,” Lu Yang said coldly. 

 

Zhou Tianming and bitter love stopped for a while. 

 

“Let’s all go back to their respective positions. It’s messy enough now, don’t add any more.” Lu Yang 

frowned. 

 

Xia Yuwei, White Lion, and others knew what Lu Yang meant by chaos. The guild players had insufficient 

levels, insufficient equipment, and insufficient supplies. South Korea and India were in chaos, and 

internal complaints were raised. Large ships may be hit into the sea floor by a hurricane and a large 

wave at any time. 

 

“We’re going back,” said Zhujiu. 

 

Xia Yuwei and others nodded to Lu Yang and left. Zhou Tianming left first. 



 

Soon, the news spread wildly. The main vice-chairman bitterly loved half-life and Zhou Tianming fought, 

and their faces were swollen, so that their players were unhappy to see each other’s players, and the 

game city was filled with The spirit of division Lu Yang sat quietly in the room, not long after, Tian Feng 

came in and said with a smile: “Boss, as for such a big battle?” 

 

“What?” Lu Yang asked. 

 

Tian Feng said with a smile: “Forget it, I am also guessing, there is no real evidence to tell you, and there 

are more than a dozen group-level betrayers, and more than thirty betrayal and non-betrayal. Was 

swinging before. “ 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Good job, have you ever thought about expanding the team?” 

 

“Of course I think.” Tian Feng said, “I wish to expand the team. To manage a guild of tens of millions of 

people, I must give at least 5,000 spies.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed and handed a letter to him, saying: “Inside is 50 million cash, allowing you to freely 

recruit players inside and outside the guild, training spies, preferably Korean and Indian spies. I have 

some here. Intelligence, you need to follow the intelligence to find the source of the enemy. “ 

 

“Of course you can.” Tian Feng readily agreed. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1493 - Lu Yang\'s Counterattack 

  

The South Korean region is very close to the Indian region and it is easy to penetrate. For Tian Feng, it is 

not difficult to cultivate some forces. 

 



While Lu Yang and Tian Feng were chatting here, on the other side, people such as Zhuojiu and White 

Lion were thinking about Zhou Tianming’s solution. 

 

Jiang Zejia villa. 

 

Jiang splashed ink at the desk in the same year, and a silver hook with an iron character painted by him, 

especially the blade, was even more powerful. 

 

“Dad, don’t write it, help me think of a way.” Jiang Ze looked at his father in depression and said that he 

had waited for more than ten minutes before his father finished writing the word. 

 

Jiang didn’t seem to hear his son’s words in the same year, and looked at the font with satisfaction and 

said, “Look at me. Thanks to Lu Yang, your father and I finally realized how to write this forbearable 

word. It really is mysterious and mysterious!” 

 

“What?” Jiang Ze felt a little puzzled and asked, “Has Lu Yang been here?” 

 

Jiang put down his writing brush the same year and looked at Jiang Ze, saying, “Take a closer look at this 

forbearance, what’s the difference.” 

 

Jiang Ze hates writing Chinese characters the most. No one used pens and papers in this era. All 

messages are carried by mobile phones or three-dimensional watches at any time. In one sentence, 

artificial intelligence can input Chinese characters for humans. 

 

“Aren’t you just a forbearance character? It’s straight and pretty,” Jiang Ze said angrily. 

 

Jiang shook his head with a smile the same year and said, “You, I have an eye in my heart. Come, your 

father and I will teach you.” 

 

“What do you mean?” Jiang Ze didn’t understand. 

 



Jiang pointed at the word Ren in the same year and said, “When you want to kill, you must be fully 

prepared. When the time is not right, you hide it. As soon as the time comes, this knife will be inserted 

and killed.” 

 

Jiang Ze blinked and asked, “Dad, you mean Lu Yang is ready, but he didn’t tell us?” 

 

Jiang shook his head the same year and said, “I do n’t know. You do n’t need to know. Do your part. How 

many player levels have you reached 160? How much have you got from dark gold equipment? How 

many have you participated in during the day and night? Has anyone done statistics? “ 

 

“No,” Jiang Ze said. 

 

“Isn’t we going to do it yet, but wait until something happens to make the team temporarily?” Jiang 

asked the same year. 

 

Jiang Ze nodded clearly and said, “I don’t think Lu Yang will fight an unprepared battle. I’ll prepare.” 

 

Jiang waved his hand the same year, and signaled that Jiang Ze was leaving. He continued to write 

calligraphy. This thing is good for literati, but he is determined to be a Confucian merchant. 

 

Inside the game. 

 

Lu Yangzheng and Han Sha are in a video chat. 

 

As Jiang said in the same year, this time Lu Yang has killers, and the killers are ten affiliated guilds 

headed by Han Sha and Han Yu. 

 

Earlier, Lu Yang agreed with Han Zhong’s request to let their ten little fellows go out to practice and set 

up ten affiliated guilds, responsible for resisting the enemy’s onslaught for him. 

 

At first Lu Yang didn’t take their little guys to heart, but these little guys are so good. They didn’t show 

up before, and no one knew their identity. They suddenly popped up, and the national service arena top 



300. In the list, they all became famous on the list, and Han Yu even defeated the number one player, 

and the voice was instantly heard. 

 

The guild formed by ten of them only received 500,000 people, and their levels were all above 160. Lu 

Yang gave them the greatest guarantee. The funds have never been worse. There is also a 160-level dark 

gold copy. Ten guilds developed rapidly. 

 

What is even more ridiculous is that Alice even found ten of them and invited them to join. Although the 

list of all hostile guilds is not clear, ten of them have been treated as the main force. 

 

Lu Yang speculates that Alice can find up to 60 eligible betrayal guilds, and that the main guilds will not 

exceed 20, of which 10 are her own. It is conceivable how much Alice will lose this time. 

 

Lu Yang told Han Sha: “Continuously looking for Alice for something, and putting on a greedy face, so 

that she can fully trust you, can you do it?” 

 

Ten little ones nodded. 

 

“We need money,” Han Sha said. 

 

“Come on.” Lu Yang closed the video with a smile. He didn’t believe that Alice had too much net worth. 

Perhaps this woman had some money, but she had splurged twice in a row, and she should have 

bottomed out. 

 

“Hey, I should make it more difficult for this woman’s funds.” Lu Yang’s sneer looked. 

 

He arranged several avatars, fishing, two battlefields, and the body came to the location of the Blood 

Sea Lord. Suhabi cleared up the mobs. He ordered the strange ancients to come forward to attack, and 

the consciousness entered the thunder body and put on the camouflage coat. , Took out the 

teleportation scroll and flew back to the Celestial City. 

 

Antique store street. 

 



Alice opened the first store. The black veil was still in a black costume, her face was covered with a veil 

and she was standing at the door. A full-time sales robot was busy. 

 

“Damn, why didn’t you take me? Is it because my mission was wrong last time, and the boss didn’t 

believe me?” Heins frowned. 

 

Just this morning, the last employee in the store was also removed and went to major replicas to get 

equipment. Only she was left behind, which made her very dissatisfied. 

 

What she didn’t know was that the White Devil had to do this. In the face of Alice’s increasing demands, 

he could only squeeze his players. The antique shop is a very important place. The White Devil has not 

fully trusted Xue Yiming. Only the quick-skinned black gauze can come to see the store. 

 

Lu Yang controlled Lei to come to the store entrance. At this time, many people in the store are 

watching antiques. With the popularity of antiques, players are increasingly accepting this game, and 

they also hope that they can pick up a few antiques and get rich. . 

 

“This one looks good, it’s true.” A Nordic male player carefully tasted holding a bronze armor. 

 

“Well, I look like it.” 

 

“How about trying?” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang glanced and said, “Fake, all the holes in the armor base are fake.” 

 

The Nordic male player looked at Lu Yang in surprise and said, “Really?” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Of course, I am experienced.” 

 



The Nordic male player took a closer look and found that there were several bronze armors, and the 

base also had an inconspicuous hole. 

 

“Sure enough, thank you, brother.” Nordic players said gratefully. 

 

Lu Yang smiled indifferently, and continued to look at the next one. The players around him saw that Lu 

Yang understood this, and all followed him. 

 

Lu Yang came to the next player who chose antiques, and the player was about to pay, saying: “This is 

also fake, the pattern of the antique bottle is wrong.” 

 

“You are sure.” Players who want to buy are a little dissatisfied. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and picked up the antique bottle next to him. “This is true. He used automatic payment, 

paid 20 gold coins, and got the bottle.” 

 

“Appraisal” 

 

A light flashed and the bottle was identified. Lu Yang showed the bottle to everyone and said, “See it, 

this is true.” 

 

Bronze ancient bottle 

 

Type: Auxiliary 

 

Description: Add 300,000 additional healing effects 

 

“It’s true.” 

 

“Master.” 



 

“He knows antique identification.” 

 

… 

 

Dozens of players gathered around and shouted, holding the bottle in their hands, “This big guy, help me 

identify and identify.” 

 

Lu Yang’s visitors refused to approve, one by one, all of them were fake, and the only three real first-

class antiques were all selected by him. 

 

Black gauze was sulking. He heard the noise in the shop and quickly walked in, just to see Lu Yang 

helping others to identify. 

 

“What are you doing?” Hei Sha glanced across the hall and asked Yang Lu angrily. 

 

Lu Yang looked at the black gauze proudly and said, “Choose antiques, why not?” 

 

Heiyan’s eyes became cold, and she said angrily, “I don’t think you are here to choose antiques, but to 

hit the ground.” 

 

Just when everyone thought that Luyang would ease the situation, Lu Yang laughed and said, “Yes, I’m 

here to smash the scene today. What’s wrong, I tell you, there are more than 500 antiques in this shop 

I’ve seen them all. The three are in my hand, and the rest are fake. “ 

 

“what?” 

 

“All fake?” 

 

“Listen to the master, he must be right.” 

 



“That’s right, everyone has identified three. Let’s go. There’s nothing to see here.” 

 

… 

 

Black gauze stared at the landing sun unbelievably. This is an antique appraisal. At present, all he knows 

is Xue Yiming who knows appraisal. No one else knows it. 

 

“You bullshit,” Heins said angrily. 

 

Lu Yang proudly held three antiques and said, “This is the evidence. I picked the right three. Who 

doesn’t believe me, everyone said.” 

 

“We believe it.” 

 

“Of course I believe it.” 

 

… 

 

Do not believe it is a fool. They have money, but they are not stupid. Everyone can see that Lu Yang 

really understands it. He said it was gone, it was gone. 

 

“Let’s go, let’s change.” 

 

“Master, you can’t walk.” Nordic players asked Lu Yang said in a loud voice: “Troublesome people tell 

their friends, starting today, I will be sitting in the No. 1 antique shop, new every day There are real 

antiques, I will definitely buy them. You do n’t use them anymore, just go to other homes. ” 

 

“Oh ~~!” Everyone heard the taste and made it clear that the master was going to be the No. 1 antique 

shop. 

 



Hei Sha came to Lu Yang in an instant, and a weapon appeared in his hand, angrily: “Do you know who is 

behind the antique shop? Have the courage to report it.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “The nameless people are worth mentioning. By the way, I’m telling you that 

this is the Celestial God City, the safety zone. You can try me.” 

 

“You.” Heisha was anxious. She was the first time to meet a person like Lu Yang, and it was clear that the 

other party was only a bully to bully them. But this person really has the ability. This is still a safe area. 

 

“You wait for me.” Hei Xia quickly called Alice’s phone and said, “Someone made trouble in the antique 

shop. The other party knows the antique appraisal. He has bought the genuine goods in our shop. He 

also told others People, the rest of the store is full of fakes, and business can’t be done. “ 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1494 - Rift Demon 

  

Alice was bombed when she heard the news. Just now Hansha and they came to ask for money. She just 

gave it, and one of the most profitable businesses here had a problem with the antique shop. 

 

“I’ll go and see for myself.” Alice happened to be in the game. She flew back to Tianyu Shencheng and 

came to the No. 1 antique shop. 

 

At this time many people gathered in the store, all watching the lively, Lu Yang was sitting in the middle 

of the crowd, the black veil was standing opposite Lu Yang, the two were facing each other. 

 

Alice walked in as soon as the red dress came in, and immediately caught the attention of the people 

around her. 

 

“Isn’t this beautiful Alice?” 



 

“Goddess, you saw it with your own eyes.” 

 

“Wow, it’s beautiful.” 

 

… 

 

Alice heard a gentle smile on Praise’s face, and guessed that she would look like this in front of the 

players. 

 

Alice walked in front of Lu Yang with graceful steps and said with a smile, “This friend, who offended you 

in our shop? Why is it difficult for us?” 

 

Lu Yang was wearing a camouflage coat at this time, and Alice couldn’t recognize it. He said sarcastically, 

“It turned out to be a shop you **** woman opened.” 

 

“You, why are you talking like that?” Alice continued to say softly, pressing her anger. 

 

Lu Yang laughed and said, “I’m just talking like this, how can you take me? Tell you, since it’s your shop, 

it’s Lao Tzu’s enemies. From today, I will sit here until you close To the store. “ 

 

Then Lu Yang shouted to the players around him, “You guys, it’s interesting.” 

 

Alice was stunned. It was the first time a man saw her speak with this attitude. She became 

embarrassed instantly and said to the players around her, “Sorry everyone, our store is not open today. 

We will open again tomorrow. “ 

 

People around me saw Alice the big beauty bowed, and the store also had the function of forcibly 

closing the store to keep players out, so she sold Alice’s face and walked out of the store. 

 

At this time, those who can afford antiques are rich people. Before leaving, they still remember to say hi 

to Alice. 



 

Alice held back her anger, waited for everyone to leave, and motioned for the black gauze to close the 

store. She said to Lu Yang, “Friend, I know the camouflage coat you used, why don’t you talk to me in 

true face.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “Originally, I wanted to blackmail your family for some money, but I saw you, 

we have resentment, then it’s not that simple, I must destroy your shop and not let You know who I am, 

you say you’re upset. “ 

 

Alice was so angry that she really couldn’t do anything with Lu Yang. In the safe zone, he couldn’t kill 

anyone and couldn’t stop him from entering his shop. 

 

Now this person made it clear that she was going to ruin her shop, but she had too many enemies. She 

didn’t know who it was, she gritted her teeth and said, “Three hundred gold coins, can you leave my 

house for you?” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “Don’t think about it, I just want to ruin your shop.” 

 

“You.” Alice was okay. 

 

“You get out of here.” Alice was furious and chose to close the shop. 

 

There was a light on Lu Yang. He found himself outside the shop. He laughed. He took a chair from his 

backpack and sat 20 meters away from the door. He shouted, “Alice, Starting today, I will carry you to 

the end. If you dare to open a business, I will let you lose everything. “ 

 

Looking around, I was watching the bustle at the door, and when I saw Lu Yang, I came here curiously. 

The Nordic player who was helped by Lu Yang asked: “Brother, you and Alice are hated.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “Have a hate, yes, please go out and talk about it. From today on, any antique shop will 

open. I think it’s Alice who opened it. Whoever dares to open it will dare to ruin their home. Antique 

industry. “ 

 



Everyone was amazed. 

 

Alice saw Lu Yang outside through the crack in the door, and yelled angrily. 

 

The black yarn came up and said to Alice gently: “Don’t worry, I will definitely win the first place in the 

personal competition at this global competition, then we will have money.” 

 

Alice looked at the black gauze, and stretched out her hand to support her jaw, giving her a hot kiss. If Lu 

Yang saw this scene, she would feel sick. 

 

Outside the door. 

 

Lu Yang saw that Alice would not be able to open a job at one and a half, and he was not anxious. He 

had already done Alice’s affair. It is estimated that Alice did not dare to open this store, and lost a few 

millions of profits in a month. I believe it is enough. Alice was uncomfortable for a while. 

 

The consciousness turned to the body. The wild ancient alien just killed the Lord of the Blood Sea. He 

came to the corpse of the lord and picked up the soul wailing boots to make drawings. 

 

Now there are 4 drawings of the soul crying, and the remaining 4 are estimated to be on the four lords 

on the right. After getting these 4 drawings, he can go to the 170 copy of the soul department. 

 

Lu Yang opened the panel. Last night, he produced 3,000 corner demon monsters, and he continued to 

attack other secret realms with the army of corner devil. 

 

What makes Lu Yang happy is that the defense of the other several mysteries is also very poor. Lu Yang 

played ten mysteries in succession before consuming the 3000 corner demon monsters, and many of his 

elite corner demon legions were Five stars rose to 176. 

 

The castle’s money instantly increased to 300,000, and the rest of the materials were extremely rich. He 

opened the panel and continued to upgrade the mystery. Now it is a level 4 mystery. It is estimated that 

he can rise to level 7 tomorrow morning. At that time, he can get experience. . 

 



Taking advantage of this upgrade time, Lu Yang left the ancient and alien species in place. He used the 

teleportation scroll to reach the 170-level map next to the ascetic fortress in the Indian region. 

 

System prompt: you found a big crack 

 

The average player level in India is around 157, and many players have risen to level 160. Either playing 

equipment on the 160 map or Christmas monsters, there are still few people in the 170 area. As for the 

big crack, There are fewer people coming. 

 

Large cracks, as the name suggests, there are a lot of green cracks in the sky here. The monsters here 

are very distinctive. Each monster is a lord, and they all live on the cracks. If the cracks are closed, they 

will be injured. The rift is always open, and they will not lose blood when attacked. 

 

Lu Yang found a village next to the big rift. The village head was a long-bearded demon, which looked 

like a plant. 

 

“Young man, what are you doing here with us?” The long-bearing devil village chief asked. 

 

Lu Yang bowed and said, “I’m an adventurer. There are so many strange fissure creatures here. Do I 

need my help?” 

 

The long-bearded devil sighed and said, “These fissure demons were originally kind. Since the war in 

ancient times, the fissures controlled them. Although we later eliminated the fissures, these fissures 

have not appeared recently. , I contacted the Lord God, but did not receive a reply. If you can help me 

kill them, I am willing to give you a baby. “ 

 

The system prompts: Are you willing to accept the request to kill the longbeard demon? 

 

Lu Yang chose to accept and said, “Of course.” 

 

A ray of light appeared in Lu Yang’s mission log. The current number of fissure demons killed: 0! 

 



Lu Yang stepped out of the door, just as there was a fissure in the distance. 

 

Fissure Demon-Zan’gar (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 170 

 

Qi and blood: 100000000000/100000000000 

 

Zangar looks exactly like a human-shaped rhino. He is about 5 meters tall, holding two giant axes, and is 

floating in the fissures of time and space not far from his side, transmitting green energy into his body at 

all times. 

 

Lu Yang chose to release the Xuangu Xuan, a flash of light flashed, and the Xuangu Xuan appeared on his 

side, and he pointed with his left hand. 

 

“Hello ~!” 

 

Xuangu Xuan rushed towards Zangar, and the two quickly struck together. 

 

Lu Yang took the opportunity to jump under the space-time fissure. With one finger on the space-time 

fissure, magic energy poured out, and a reading bar appeared, which could be closed for 5 seconds. 

 

Before closing, Zargar will not find Lu Yang’s troubles, and he is still serious against the ancient and 

heterogeneous. 

 

After 5 seconds. 

 

The system prompts: Time-space fissure closed successfully! 

 

Zangar’s blood tank originally had a gray casing Now the casing is gone, and it has become normal. 



 

“Sky Wrath” 

 

“Curse” 

 

“Sky Slay” 

 

The three great skills of the Argut are thrown out one after another, but Zangar has no intention of 

attacking the Argut, and chases after the landing. 

 

“Blazing Blaze” 

 

Lu Yang turned on acceleration and ran Zangar around a small area at a speed of 650%. Zangar knew the 

long-range skills. Unfortunately, Lu Yang was now too fast to respond, and easily avoided the past. . 

 

The rift of time and space is re-opened every 2 minutes, and each time it is opened, Zarga will lose his 

target and no longer hunt Lu Yang. 

 

Lu Yang reciprocated for 20 minutes like this, Zangar finally fell to the ground with a wailing sound, at 

the same time, a crystal with a green flame fell down. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1495 - Refining Demon Bottle Upgrade 

  

Lu Yang uses blood-adding skills to return to ancient times. The Rift Demon can only be played by 

players like him, or by elite studios such as Thorn Birds. Others ca n’t beat it. This is also for high-end 

players. A benefit. 

 



The green flame crystal is not just for viewing. In fact, he is still a lottery-like thing. Take the flame crystal 

back to the long-bearded devil village chief, and he will open the lottery system to you. 

 

The worst draw is 1 crystal, the best is 6 crystals. Lu Yang stayed here for five days with an ancient alien, 

and his Ray clone was also sitting at the entrance of Alice’s antique shop for five days. Time, so that Alice 

did not dare to open these five days, a good store with millions of monthly sales, so yellow. 

 

According to Xue Yiming’s report, Alice can only let him find real antiques in the store, while fake 

antiques are piled up in the warehouse and there is no place to sell. 

 

“Woohoo ~!” 

 

After a wailing cry, Lu Yang killed another Rift Demon. He looked at the crystals in his backpack, and he 

had collected more than 600. He could go back to find the long-bearded devil village chief and return to 

life. 

 

Standing in the same place to control the wild and heterogeneous species, Lu Yang returned to the 

village. The village chief was still standing not far from the door. He came to the village chief and said, “I 

will return to deliver the task.” 

 

The village chief exclaimed, “Young man, your achievement surprised me. This is what you deserve.” 

 

System prompt: you get 600 million experience points! 

 

Lu Yang was very satisfied with the experience. He took out the green flame crystal and said to the 

village chief, “How to use this thing.” 

 

“Wow, you got this kind of thing.” The long-bearded devil village chief showed a sly smile, and said, 

“Young man, do you dare to gamble with me, you give me a crystal, and I will randomly give you the 

same thing.” 

 

“Of course.” Lu Yang took out six crystals and handed them to the village chief. 

 



“I’m starting.” The village chief took out a worn-out vine woven bag, shook it vigorously, and poured it 

out towards the ground, shouting eloquently: “Look what the baby is.” 

 

A red gem fell to the ground. 

 

System prompt: you get a fifth-level gem 

 

Lu Yang put away the gems and took out six crystals to the village chief. This is a very fun game. Many 

people have played it in the last life, but no one has been able to grab so many fissure demons before, 

everyone plays It ’s unhappy, this time Lu Yang came first. He was so happy to kill by himself. He also 

wanted to see what good this game can give. 

 

600 crystals, enough to make him bet 100 times, choose six crystals in a row, sometimes give Lu Yang a 

piece of dark gold equipment below level 160, sometimes give secret recipes and drawings, but all have 

Lu Yang had He is not rare. 

 

When he made the 88th bet, the village chief shook the bag and a pure jade fell. 

 

Tian Guangyu 

 

Description: Put together with the refining demon bottle to increase the level of the refining demon 

bottle! 

 

Lu Yang was shocked. He searched for Tian Guangyu for so long, but it broke out here, and he continued 

to gamble for luck. Now is the time for good luck, maybe he can gamble out a few pieces of Tian 

Guangyu. 

 

Twelve consecutive flashes of light flashed, and Lu Yang was pleasantly surprised to find that there was 

another piece of sky light jade, which meant that he got two pieces. 

 

Lu Yang ignored other things, picked up the objects on the ground, quickly flew back to the demon 

temple, put the refining demon bottle and two pieces of sky light jade on the altar. 

 



The system prompts: Is it synthesized? 

 

Lu Yang chose to synthesize. The original small refining demon bottle became more like a treasure 

bottle. The pure white jade made people look at it. Of course, more importantly, Lu Yang had this thing. 

It’s time to distill the experience. 

 

The refining demon bottle itself can be upgraded, but Tian Guangyu is very rare. Even in the late period 

of the last life, Lu Yang has not heard how many people have obtained Tian Guangyu. 

 

After the refining demon bottle is upgraded, it can absorb boss monsters of level 150 and above. 

Whether it is in the copy or outside the copy, as long as it is absorbed, plus the other special ingredients, 

it can be made into experience. 

 

An experience dan is 10 million experience points. It seems that there are not many, but the boss in the 

copy is easy to play. With Lu Yang’s current skills, it is too easy to kill the 150-level boss. Moreover, the 

more you refine the demon bottle, The higher, the higher the chance of refining empire. 

 

The game reaches level 175. The official level will be locked. No one can rise to level 176. To continue to 

improve the level, you must first complete all four exercises to level 20, and then get 100,000 potential 

points. Each potential point requires 100 million experience points. 

 

At that time, it is time for players to experience more than anyone else. Almost within a year or two, 

players are unable to upgrade the level to 176, which has caused the current level of melee. 

 

In the last life, in another half a year, Lu Yang rose to level 200, because at that time most of him was 

upgrading and fighting alone, without concern. With the help of level 9 demon heart, he could sweep all 

Monster. 

 

Originally, he thought it would take at least two more years to reach level 200 in this world. Now that he 

has a level 2 demon pot, he knows that within one year, he can reach level 200. 

 

Lu Yang controlled Lei to fly to his side, and continued to kill the fissure demons with the ancient and 

alien species. He flew to the door of the 150-level copy—the copy of the blood ghost, and chose the 

difficulty of nightmare and stepped in. 



 

A nightmare-level copy of the blood ghost, this is a copy of the most boss monsters, the high-lord blood 

ghost is a female insect, as long as the battle is not over, he will split out a blood ghost boss every 10 

seconds, this copy is also By far the hardest 150-level copy, no player has come here to play. 

 

Lu Yang looked around. This is a map similar to the blood ghost’s body. There are blood red intestines 

everywhere. He knows that there is a fast track here, and he can enter the front of the lord monster 

from the door. 

 

“Flame Storm” 

 

Lu Yang aimed at the red bowel that was stepping on his feet to release his skills. For three consecutive 

skills, the bowel cracked and he fell down. 

 

“parachute” 

 

Lu Yang opened the parachute hidden in his cloak and slowly descended. Below this is the location of 

the lord monster. A huge blood-red meat ball with a circle of eyes around him is looking up at the 

landing sun. 

 

With a bang, Lu Yang landed on the ground. 

 

“His ~~! Humans, you are welcome to be my food,” said the giant meatball. 

 

Goblin Demon-Anubi (Lord Level) 

 

Level: 150 

 

Qi and blood: 5000000000/5000000000 

 

Anubi’s attack methods are three in total. The first is to bleed the ground to trap the player, the second 

is to release bloodstabs to attack the player, and the third is to summon boss monsters. 



 

This strange attack does not depend on the number of players. It is a full-range attack every time. 

Therefore, even if a player in a level 150 full dark gold suit comes, everyone will be attacked, which 

brings a great deal of healing. pressure. 

 

If you play alone, the effect is similar to that of a group of people, especially high-level players who 

know how to avoid blood thorns and blood caves can win and kill Anubi. 

 

Lu Yang saw that there was a movement of the intestine in the standing position under his feet, and he 

knew there was a blood stab. He stepped back and set up a lava eruption on the ground. 

 

Immediately after, another blood stab appeared at his feet. After Lu Yang avoided, he continued to lava 

eruption. If the lord blame was not attacked, he would continue to bleed blood. 

 

The purpose of Lu Yanglai was not to kill him, but to kill boss monsters. He did not put lava eruptions 

under Anubi’s feet, so he kept 10 in front of him. 

 

“嗷 ~~” 

 

The blood ghost demon suddenly made a horn sound his body wriggled violently, the originally closed 

blood red body suddenly opened, revealing countless white sharp fangs inside. 

 

His tongue spit out, with an egg on it, clicking, the egg shell fell to the ground, and a monster like a 

spider appeared. 

 

Blood ghost spider (boss) 

 

Level: 150 

 

Qi and blood: 100000000/100000000 

 



The blood ghost spider’s movement speed is very slow, but he is attacking from a long range. Lu Yang is 

struggling to fight. He needs to avoid both the blood sting of the lord and the remote attack of the 

spider. With the output of the ground and the lava eruption on the ground, more than 10 million HP will 

be lost every second. 

 

After 9 seconds, the blood ghost spider left blood. Lu Yang took out the refining demon bottle and 

aimed at the blood ghost spider to release his skills. The light flashed. The blood ghost spider was 

successfully put into the bottle by Lu Yang, occupying a grid position. . 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1496 - Caught 1 Traitor 

  

Just 10 seconds later, the blood ghost demon summoned the bleeding ghost spider, and Lu Yang burned 

for 9 seconds and absorbed it in a bottle according to the old method. 

 

The bottle is not 100% sucked, and there is a certain chance of failure. If it fails, the blame will be burned 

to death. Lu Yang is not in a hurry. It is absorbed all the time, and the consciousness often jumps to 

Master Lei’s clone to help Master Lei. Kill the Rift Demon in avatars. 

 

The other two avatars are still in the two battlefields. On average, it takes about 20 minutes to control 

the energy. If it is an ordinary player, it will be difficult to operate the four professions together, but it is 

not common for top players such as Lu Yang. 

 

At this stage, the player’s APM (operations per minute) can reach a maximum of 350 times. Generally, 

the top players are between 250 and 300 times, and Lu Yang’s APM is 337 times. 

 

He also doesn’t know how the top player’s head grows, and he reacts faster than him. The only 

possibility is that the person’s natural head is different from ordinary people, and he is even more 

arrogant than his rebirth consciousness. 

 



“Didi Di …” Xue Yiming called. 

 

Lu Yang pressed the connect button and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

 

Xue Yiming said: “Don’t you let me take control of the dark market? Now that the store is closed, I have 

time to manage the dark market. I heard two news that may be useful to you.” 

 

“Tell me about it,” Lu Yang said. 

 

Xue Yiming said: “Two people, the first one is called Hilarious Worm. The Korean player has a very 

remote occupation. According to the news, he is a profession that controls puppet attacks. He can 

control 5 puppets. Among the recent troubled Korean players, he is a leader. , Seems to be a master of 

the arena, but also arranged by those insurgents to play a global heads-up match, it seems to be going 

to you. “ 

 

Lu Yang laughed and asked, “Is there a video about his game? He made me a little interested. Puppets 

are not something anyone can understand.” 

 

The minimum APM requirement for the puppet profession is 270. This can operate two puppets and the 

body. Lu Yang, a puppeteer in the last life, saw 10 puppet masters. One man manipulated 10 puppets. 

The APM broke the table, reaching the limit of 650 points in humans, an average of one second. The 

clock sends out more than 10 commands and operates for more than 1 minute without interruption. 

The load on the brain is far beyond the imagination of some people. Some people do this for 10 seconds, 

and the game automatically cuts off the connection. 

 

Lu Yang can operate five bodies, but he is only attacking one body, and the other four are auxiliary. This 

manipulator that can control five puppets is to let 5 puppets participate in the attack target at the same 

time, purely on APM, Lu Yang Definitely better than him. 

 

Lu Yang can accept this. South Korean players have always had higher APM than the top players in the 

world. They have a set of professional APM training methods. In addition, the people in this place are 

naturally qualified for APM, which is not as normal as they are. 

 



However, APM is not an absolute factor in determining the game, otherwise the world champions of 

various e-sports games will be Korean players. 

 

Xue Yiming said: “There is no video. He has been playing in the arena of Tianyu Shencheng recently. He 

is looking for experts to single out. If you are interested, you can go there and see.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “No time, who is the other?” 

 

Xue Yiming said: “It is an Indian player who is also secretly preparing to rebel. His name is Ranby. This 

person has some evil gates. Every time he appears in the wild, many monsters and demons will take the 

initiative to become his summoner, saying that he is a hunter. There are more than a dozen beasts that 

a guy can bring, saying that he is an animal trainer, and his attack method is still spells and melee. Until 

now, no one has figured out what happened to this guy, not even the rebel leaders. . “ 

 

Lu Yang knew this person. This Rambi was a master in the last life. His profession opened a very special 

bloodline called the blood of the demon god. 

 

There are a total of 112 types of blood of the devil. There is no difference between the blood. However, 

when fighting, his demon, the blood of the heart, is very powerful. All the following bosses can be 

confused, including special elites and rare elites. 

 

“Is he now carrying a purple devil snake spewing flames, a three-tailed fox and a demon flower.” Lu 

Yang asked. 

 

These three are the 170 rarest special elites in the game. Lu Yang didn’t know the location of the 

brushes, but this one was obtained in the last life. 

 

Xue Yiming said in surprise: “You know him, it won’t be the spy you planted. Indeed, as you said, there 

are two summoning beasts, purple devil snakes and three-tailed spirit foxes, but the demon flower is 

not seen.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It looks like he has hidden strength. The devil flower is his biggest killer. This person is not 

my spy, but a strong enemy.” 

 



Xue Yiming said with a loud voice, “The betrayer players in India and South Korea contacted me and 

took notice of my huge shipments, and wanted me to provide them with equipment and medicine 

supplies in the near future.” 

 

Now the city of Ming is quite big. In the game, more than 3 billion players have millions of people 

gathered outside the city every day to set up stalls. Before Tu Feng replaced Xue Yiming, using a mask 

and a large number of followers, it seemed mysterious. , And very powerful. 

 

Many guilds need Xue Yiming to buy in bulk, or let Xue Yiming pay attention to certain items in advance. 

Xue Yiming records this. Once these items are available, contact the merchant and send them in 

batches. Like wholesalers, those who sell goods can be sold in time. When you go to buy goods, you can 

make a lot of profit. Those who buy goods can get what they want in time, and they are mutually 

beneficial. 

 

Xue Yiming himself does not do business, but only acts as a guarantor and contact person. He extracts 

1% of the seller’s profit. Such a small profit but a lot of sales, everyone thinks Xue Yiming is fair. 

Therefore, more and more people are willing to seek cooperation with Xue Yiming. The current status is 

a guest of honor of each of the strongest guild presidents. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “It looks like they and Alice are also in touch. They are ready to launch a 

rebellion together in the heads-up finals. Sell them as much as you want. It ’s best to sell them 

wholesale, but remember Stay a little, you can’t let them owe money. “ 

 

“It’s really for sale? Not good.” Xue Yiming asked. 

 

Lu Yang snorted and said, “They will not succeed. They just sell to them to gain trust and prove that you 

have nothing to do with the Brotherhood of Iron and Blood.” 

 

Such a place of mass shipments can only be done by Mingshi. What Xue Yiming lacks now is evidence 

that he has nothing to do with any power. If he can sell to betrayed players in South Korea and India, the 

first proof is that Ming The city has nothing to do with Lu Yang. 

 

“Well, then I promise them.” Xue Yiming shrugged his shoulders and said, “I’m going to reply.” 

 



Lu Yang closed the interphone and continued to catch the blood ghost spider. The situation was good. 

The rebels in South Korea and India were finally looking forward, and he didn’t have to worry so much. 

 

From the daytime to 10 o’clock in the evening, Lu Yang left the copy, but he did not choose to reset, just 

come tomorrow and can fight again. 

 

He took a look at the number of blood ghost spiders in the refining demon bottle, there were 2812, if 

such a large number can be successful, it is 2812 experience dan, after synthesis, it is 28.1 billion 

experience points. 

 

Lu Yang still has about 30 billion experience to upgrade. After eating 28.1 billion experience, he can 

almost rise to level 170 in an instant. 

 

At this level, I can still be promoted one level a day. How lucky it is that ordinary people never think of it. 

 

Lu Yang controlled all the bodies and returned to the demon temple. He controlled the body and went 

to the pharmacy 2788 in Tianyu Shencheng. This is the middle pharmacy of Tianyu Shencheng. The 

location is not hidden, but many of the things he sells are not for players. Know what it is for. 

 

You grass 

 

Description: None 

 

Borneo 

 

Description: None 

 

Purple snail 

 

Description: None 

 



… 

 

There are almost 30 kinds of medicinal materials that are not introduced. There are first-level and 

second-level medicinal materials. There are also various kinds of conventional medicinal materials. It is 

these 30 kinds that nobody knows what is going on. 

 

Many pharmacists choose these medicinal materials with no clear effect when refining pharmaceutical 

products, but after use, no remedy is produced. At present, here is a pending case for players who have 

not found the reason. 

 

Lu Yang knows what it is used for. All of these herbs are synthesized with monsters in the refining 

demon bottle. Among them, the refining experience Dan is Youying grass, and one blood ghost spider 

corresponds to ten Youying grass. 

 

He opened the store and chose to buy 26,120 copies of Youying grass, all of which were put in the 

bottle. Many players saw Lu Yang bought so much and looked at them curiously. 

 

“Friend, do you know what these potions do?” A South Korean player stepped forward to ask a 

question. 

 

Lu Yang looked at each other, smiled and didn’t speak. 

 

The South Korean player suddenly realized, “I am the owner of the first drug store in South Korea. My 

name is Kim Kwang Soo.” 

 

Lu Yang had some interest and asked, “Why are you curious about these herbs?” 

 

“I’m a pharmacist. It’s normal for me to be very curious about these things,” Jin Guangxi said with a 

smile. 

 

Lu Yang laughed said: “I know the uses of these herbs, but I can’t tell you, this is my exclusive secret.” 

 



Jin Guangxuan looked around and said quickly: “If it is really useful, I am willing to pay a high price, I 

don’t know what your intention is?” 

 

“Dididi” 

 

Qing Qian Zimeng called. 

 

Lu Yang motioned to Jin Guangxi to wait a moment, he found a place where no one was connected to 

Qing Qian Zimeng’s phone and asked, “What’s the matter?” 

 

Qing Qian Zimeng said: “One of our sisters in South Korea just got an important message. More than 

thirty businesses including the first pharmacist store in South Korea are one of the black hands behind 

the scenes who want to overthrow you.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled, glanced at Jin Guangchen, and asked, “Is the owner of that first pharmacist’s shop called 

Jin Guangzhen.” 

 

“Yes,” Qing Qian Zimeng said. 

 

Lu Yang said, after hanging up the phone, he walked in front of Jin Guangxi with a smile, and said, 

“Fortunately, President Jin Guangxi.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1497 - Hang Jinguang 

  

With a confused look, Jin Guangxi shook hands with Lu Yang and said, “Your attitude really flatters me.” 

 



Lu Yang pulled Jin Guangyu to the outside and solemnly said as he walked, “You are the President of the 

General Assembly, but I admire you very much, Smeda.” 

 

Jin Guangxi showed a proud smile and said, “You are a Chinese, I can hear an accent.” 

 

Lu Yang hurriedly bowed, posing humblely, and said, “I am from the northeast, fresh and fresh.” 

 

Jin Guangxun looked surprised and said, “That’s great, we are one family.” 

 

“Of course, family.” Lu Yang said with a smile. 

 

Both are a nation. 

 

Jin Guangxi watched as he walked outside, pulled Lu Dingyang to the corner, and said, “Friend, can you 

tell me what these herbs do?” 

 

Lu Yang smiled proudly and said, “You really asked the right person about this. I wouldn’t tell him if I 

changed to another person. I told you that if this medicine is prepared, it will greatly improve a guild. “ 

 

Jin Guangxi was surprised and said, “Very, very big?” 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “I know they can be formulated into a potion called Ningshen Mixture. After 

eating, it can add 400,000 physical defenses and 400,000 magic defenses for half an hour.” 

 

“Is there such a thing? Smeida?” Kim Kwang Hyun was excited. 

 

Lu Yang said: “How? What price do you want?” 

 

This is a top-level treasure thing, because it increases the actual value, not the percentage. The 

percentage has a very limited increase in cloth armor such as the mage. If the actual value can be 

increased, the problem of the armor armor defense of the guild is the most difficult. Solved. 



 

This potion can also be used by melee classes. The increase is also considerable, which can increase their 

survivability by 30%. No president will refuse this potion. 

 

Jin Guangxi said excitedly: “I need to see the real thing, otherwise I can’t believe what you say.” 

 

Lu Yang glanced at Jin Guangyu, and he was not afraid of Jin Guang’s anxiety. He downloaded a simple 

agreement from the platform and handed it to Jin Guangyu. “We signed the agreement. You take the 

recipe for the test, and I take the money. shopping.” 

 

This pharmaceutical contract can be proved as long as it is signed, because it is officially designed and it 

is immediately apparent. 

 

There was no embarrassment in Jin Guangxi, he took the agreement with a smile, and said, “Your 

approach is so good, I forgot it for a while.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed secretly in your heart. You didn’t forget this, but you didn’t want to get any good 

money. It was a stick and it was small. 

 

“Oh, you asked for two million gold coins. This is too expensive, too expensive.” Jin Guangxi quickly 

shook his head. 

 

Lu Yang said, “It’s not expensive. With your strength in the new continent, this potion will surely be a 

fire after it is rolled out. It will take less than a month to recover the cost. I just cannot afford to collect 

other formulas, otherwise I will myself Done. “ 

 

“It’s too expensive, it’s still too expensive,” Jin Guangxu said. 

 

Lu Yang said, “Otherwise, look at how I use this medicine to buy shares. For every medicine you sell, I 

take away 20%.” 

 

“How can that be.” Jin Guangxi shook his head quickly. 



 

Lu Yang looked at him squintingly and said, “Since President Jin has no sincerity, I will change the guild. I 

heard that the Song and Blood Pharmacy Store is also receiving high-priced pharmacy formulas. I’d 

better go there and see. “ 

 

“Well, can we discuss it?” Where can Jin Guangyu let such a large piece of fat slip away from his eyes 

and quickly stop Lu Yang, saying: “Can we discuss this price again, you see, 500,000 gold coins? how is 

it.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “It’s not just the money you’re sending for meals, dear, we have a good deal. You can 

obviously use this to make a lot of money, but you can’t lose it.” 

 

Jin Guangxi said in distress: “This is a defensive potion, it is difficult to sell high prices, and it is very 

troublesome to promote. Unless there is a large battle, I sell the potion to one party. Otherwise, not 

many people will recognize this. Pharmacy. “ 

 

This is the truth. This kind of potion is the PK potion. It has little effect in the copy. The copy has a special 

play. It relies more on position and consciousness. This potion can resist the lord’s attack at most. Twice, 

it won’t be far from being solved once or twice. It can be done. You don’t have to buy it. 

 

The best way to use this kind of potion is to use it in the field battle between the big battlefields and the 

major guilds. This is what Jin Guangzhen really fancy. If he gets this formula, he can wholesale it to the 

major guilds. 

 

“Please tell me first what the cost is.” Jin Guangying asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “If you use your own team of life players, in addition to the cost of buying herbs here, the 

rest is almost 1 copper coin.” 

 

“So cheap?” Kim Kwang-soo asked in disbelief. 

 

Lu Yang took the contract back, added the words he had just said, and said, “This is all right.” 

 



“Yes, I can,” Kim Kwang-hyun was very happy and said, “but the price is still too high.” 

 

Lu Yang put away the contract and turned away, saying, “I have something good, and I’m afraid I won’t 

sell it. You like to buy it.” 

 

“Ah, my friend, don’t go, Smeda.” Jin Guangxi stopped Lu Yang again, gritted his teeth, and said, “1 

million gold coins, OK.” 

 

Lu Yang said: “1.9 million gold coins.” 

 

“1.1 million.” 

 

“1.8 million.” 

 

“1.2 million.” 

 

… 

 

“1.5 million.” 

 

“Deal.” Lu Yang held Jin Guangyu’s hand, and Jin Guangyu also showed a helpless smile, but his heart 

was blossoming. He sold this potion exclusively. Even if he earned 10 copper coins per bottle, there were 

so many guilds on the server. To recover the cost in less than a month, he signed quickly and said, 

“Happy cooperation.” 

 

“Happy cooperation.” Lu Yang also signed. 

 

The light flashed, and 1.5 million gold coins instantly appeared in Lu Yang’s personal account. He patted 

Jin Guangxu’s shoulder and said, “I hope to cooperate again next time.” 

 



Jin Guangxi saw that the transfer had taken effect, so he could not talk more with Lu Yang, and should 

leave quickly with a few words. 

 

Lu Yang looked at his back and said with a sneer, “Fool, I can give you such a good thing, but this thing 

has restraint.” 

 

He sent a message to Qing Qian Zimeng, saying: “Pay close attention to Jin Guangyu’s first pharmacy. I 

want to know when he started to produce Ningshen mixture, when he would sell it, and to whom.” 

 

“Yes.” Qing Qian Zimeng said. 

 

Lu Yang found a place where no one was, and took out the refining demon bottle to start refining. Only 

for a moment, the 2612 ghost-face spiders and more than 20,000 copies of herbs in the refining bottle 

became more than 1,900 experience dans. It’s all waste. 

 

System prompt: You got experience Dan 

 

Experience Dan 

 

Description: Add 10 million points of experience after use 

 

Lu Yang shook his head and put all the red experience Dan into the backpack. This thing can be 

superimposed. 99 are a group. He flew back to the demon temple and placed the experience Dan on the 

ground. This thing is temporarily unavailable. 

 

Regarding the experience of Dan, Lu Yang thought that before the competition started, he would 

definitely not need to experience Dan. Unless he encountered a difficult enemy, he would be promoted 

to level 170, otherwise he would carry it to the world. Within ten thousand strong. 

 

By that time, they are all masters, and it is not too late to gradually reveal their strength. 

 



System Tip: The upgrade of the mystery is successful, congratulations to the player Lu Yang’s corner 

magic mystery has been upgraded to level 7! 

 

The surprise on Lu Yang’s face was really good, one after another. It even rose to level 7 so quickly. 

Thanks to your colleagues for your support. There are not so many secret places for him to attack, and 

he cannot upgrade so quickly. Normally, it takes a month to save money, and he has risen to level 7 in 

just three days. 

 

Lu Yangfei returned to the secret place and chose to build a store in an area The light flashed. In half an 

hour, the store was completed. 

 

He clicked on the purchase interface. In the bottom column, there was a green pill called the top 

experience Dan. 

 

Top experience Dan 

 

Description: Add 100 million experience points after use. 

 

The total number was 99. Lu Yang bought all of them at one time. After that, he chose to build. An 

experience dan needed 10,000 secret gold coins. Just now, he now has some secret gold coins. First he 

made 50. 

 

The top experience Dan is very slow to build. It takes about half an hour. Lu Yang is not in a hurry to use 

this experience Dan anymore. He needs to think about how to play equipment. 

 

In the normal 170-level dark gold suit, he moved his mouth, and more than 3,000 elites in the guild 

could help him out, and more than 3,000 elites under his hands had dark gold sets, but this was not 

what he wanted. 

 

He wants some special dark gold equipment, for example, specifically to increase the damage of 

lightning and fire damage, so that he can exert his greatest strength in the copy. 

 

  



  

  

 

Chapter 1498 - Shrov 

  

However, such equipment can only be reached in special places. He shook his head and quit the game to 

rest first. 

 

By the next morning, he continued to catch the blood ghost spider in the copy of the blood ghost demon 

king, and at the same time, he started to follow the news on the world channel. 

 

The global competition has started in five days. Players’ registration craze has been raging, and the heat 

has even surpassed the siege monsters of Christmas. 

 

The reason for this is that after four years of precipitation, the game finally ushered in a blowout 

explosion, and a large number of elite players came to the camera. 

 

There are a large number of players among them. Not only are they highly skilled, but they also know 

how to pack themselves. There are tens of thousands of female players who claim to be goddess-level 

masters, and the male god-level masters are tens of thousands. Handsome men’s team and so on. 

 

Among these people, there are seventeen of the most famous female characters, all of which are the 

vice president of the majestic party, or the top players in the studio, Xia Yuwei who became famous 

from the beginning, and the black yarn that just appeared, and wearing Very hot Spanish and Japanese 

mixed race player. 

 

A professional team has formed a back-up team for their respective players. Each one has a variety of 

mixed-race beauty masters and handsome men from Japan, Europe, Korea, China and France, and the 

players are overwhelmed. 

 

The key is that these people are not cosmetic, they are all natural, which is even more sought after by 

players. The posters, news, and the World Channel in the game are all occupied by them, even at the 

door of each copy. Painted by their respective supporters as their favorite players. 



 

There is a reason for Lu Yang to pay attention to this. He also wants to see how many masters will 

participate this time, and who are his rivals. This time the competition, he has no advantage, that is, 

strength, reaction speed, and strategy. 

 

The bloodline of the clone seems to have an advantage, but it has become a lower position in front of 

the same puppet mystic. In the face of the specialized blood, the single output is not as good as the 

opponent, and this year, a new mode has been opened in melee, which can be melee . 

 

This mode is very buggy. If you do not understand it, maybe a master with a 170-level whole body dark 

gold set, even a 150-level player can’t even see who it is. 

 

The Thai master K in his hand and the British eight-armed spider are both close combat masters. This 

time they will play very well. 

 

Lu Yang himself is also a close-handed wrestling master. Unfortunately, in order to prevent the 

bloodlines of the avatars, the official can only use the wrestling technology on one body. played. 

 

“Boss, there’s news. After Jin Guangyu went back, he made a mixture called Ningshen. He didn’t sell it, 

but he saved it. Other people asked him, and he didn’t say what to do.” Qing Qianzi Dream sent a video 

saying. 

 

Lu Yang nodded and said, “Fine, keep monitoring him. This product is very likely to give the potion to the 

Korean players who will fight against us in the next war.” 

 

“Yes.” Qing Qian Zimeng said. 

 

Lu Yang closed the phone, sneered and looked at the Indian area. South Korea found it, and sent India. 

He urgently needed to know who was looking for him in India. Since Padua and Dalvi refused to work 

hard, he only I can find it my own way. 

 

“Tian Feng, what’s going on in India?” Lu Yang asked via a video call. 

 



Tian Feng showed a smug smile, saying, “I have found an insider. I have found a local Chinese. I have 

been here for many years. This incident has suffered a lot of losses. It happened that he was in that 

small circle and told me To be honest. “ 

 

Lu Yang knew that Tian Feng could do it, and asked, “How do you say?” 

 

Tian Feng said: “In fact, since Tianlong failed, Indian tyrants want to take control of this area. He 

invested in several guilds. This attack was initiated by him. It was actually very easy for them This person 

was dug, but they could not afford to offend this tyrant, and only wanted to yield and protect 

themselves. “ 

 

According to Tian Feng’s detailed description, Lu Yang all understood that this tyrant player is the richest 

man in India today and one of the youngest richest man in the world. He controls the 17% steel and 22% 

oil tycoon Shrov of India. 

 

This man has taken over the property from his father for 10 years. Seeing that everything is smooth, and 

he wants to have fun, “Second World” is his dream all the time, so he wants to enter the game again, 

but He didn’t want to develop slowly, he wanted to take shortcuts in one step, he helped a few good 

guilds, and wanted to take this opportunity to win the Iron Brotherhood in India. 

 

Lu Yang sneered, how could he let this happen to him, but he was just a rich man. Are there still few rich 

people in this game? 

 

This is not a game that can be solved with only money. Of course, if the other party gives more money, 

he does not mind selling the Indian region to the other party. 

 

It is estimated that in another year or two, the new continent will have a new expansion pack, and the 

entire map will become a new look. At that time, the Indian region and the Huaxia region will be 

separated to a great distance. He is really willing to sell it for a good price. 

 

However, if I want the richest man to come up with so much real money, I’m afraid he must hurt him 

first. 

 



Lu Yang sent special invitations to others such as Padu and Dalwi. The light flashed and Padu and others 

appeared in front of Lu Yang. 

 

“Boss.” Partu and others saluted together. 

 

Lu Yang motioned them away, and said with a smile: “Tell me, do you have any money from Schloef?” 

 

Patho and others were frightened. 

 

“You all know.” Padu put his hand over his chest and said, “I’m afraid, please forgive the boss. We don’t 

want to do this, but we really can’t offend him.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I didn’t blame you. I know you also want to be the richest player. It is better to 

work with an Indian than with a Chinese man. But you work with me one day. It’s a day of responsibility. 

“ 

 

“Boss, we’ve been doing our best.” Dalvy said. 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “It’s not enough, you know? Now Shi Luofu doesn’t want to buy you, what he 

wants is to defeat you. If you fail, the guild will be lost, it will lose effect on me, and on Shi Luo Husband 

is useless. “ 

 

“I demand that from the beginning of this war, you will beat Shilov every time, until he actively wants to 

spend money to buy you, remember me, if Shilov would one day give me For a fair price, I can sell him 

the entire Indian region as a whole. “ 

 

“Really?” Paddu asked. 

 

Lu Yang said: “Of course it’s true, but you don’t want to tell Shilov what I said today. If you let me know 

you pit me with him, be careful I’ll be polite to you.” 

 



“Absolutely not. Absolutely not.” Padu said cheerfully: “The next time Slovov comes, we will definitely 

hurt him.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and ended the call. 

 

“Dididi” 

 

The interphone rang, and Lu Yang picked it up. It was from Daervey. He pressed the connection button 

with a smile and asked, “Why did you call me alone?” 

 

Dalvey said: “Boss, my mage and I will never leave you. We are willing to follow you to the end as long as 

you don’t sell us.” 

 

Lu Yang was surprised, and asked, “Do you not want to return to work under the richest man? He may 

give you and your family a higher treatment than me.” 

 

Dahlvi laughed and said, “Boss, we are a low caste. This thing is deeply ingrained in India. Slov’s eyes will 

not look at us. Why should we 50,000 people follow him uncomfortably? Let people use it up and throw 

it away, which means I don’t want to bear it again. “ 

 

Lu Yang took a breath said: “You can think so I’m very happy, don’t worry, don’t tell your staff after this 

incident, and when it’s really the day of the acquisition, if you are willing to follow you, naturally Follow 

you.” 

 

“Yes,” Dalvy said. 

 

Lu Yang hung up the phone and continued to catch the blood ghost spider. On the other side, Padu and 

a few people willing to turn to Shilov were discussing. 

 

“Is it true that President Lu Yang did this?” One person asked. 

 



“I think it ’s true that India ’s region does n’t make money. On the contrary, President Lu Yang invests 

money in it. If Shi Luofu is willing to buy it, why would Lu Yang not sell it? After all, he was forced to 

fight. Denon. “ 

 

“But Shi Luofu bought it, and he will also fight Lu Yang, no difference.” Another said. 

 

Partha shook his head and said, “I am afraid that it will be necessary for President Lu Yang and President 

Shi Luofu to discuss it. We don’t need to worry about this matter. We must complete President Lu 

Yang’s order first. He is right, we If you want to get Slov’s approval, you have to beat him first. Let the 

big guys move. His guilds can’t beat us. “ 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1499 - The 4th Global Competition 

  

Inside the game. 

 

Lu Yang ended the call with Padou and others and continued to catch the blood ghost spider. He let out 

the wind like this, I believe that Shi Luofu will know soon, but he knows that it does not matter. Lu Yang 

can guarantee that Padu and others will do their best He attacked Slov, even when he doubted his life, 

and had to re-examine the game and spend a lot of money to buy them. 

 

India ’s problems have been solved, and South Korea ’s problems have also been solved. It is believed 

that on the day when the insurgency officially launched the rebellion, he thought he could improve his 

strength in medicine, and Lu Yang would let him know what the tofu project is. , Break it with a single 

poke. 

 

Ningshen Mixture As long as it encounters a copper coin dog tail flower juice, it instantly petrifies! The 

whole body can’t move, and the degree of petrification cannot even be purified, such as purification and 

exorcism, and can only stand and wait for death. 

 



This time the player’s battle was mainly level 160 ordinary players, but most of the ordinary players 

have just arrived at level 160 soon. There are definitely not many spares in the level 160 dark gold set in 

the backpack. I am afraid that even half of the sets are incomplete. Failed in World War I, lost 

equipment can not be added, the subsequent battle is a losing streak. 

 

Everyone thought that Lu Yang was scorched by many bad things around him. He didn’t know what to 

do, but he didn’t know he had been waiting for this time. Fortunately, Alice and these fools didn’t want 

to wait much, otherwise they waited for each of them. There is a set of spare dark gold sets. Lu Yang 

can’t guarantee that he will win. Now, he knows that he will win! 

 

Lu Yang called out and called the main vice-chairmen such as Zhuojiu, saying, “Start immediately, lead 

your players to play Level 160 dark gold equipment. Be sure to complete it within one month for each 

player above 160. Dark gold gear. “ 

 

After a while of recovery and he took the initiative to lead players to upgrade, there are already more 

than 4 million players who have risen to level 160. It is expected that at the end of a month’s contest, 

there will be another 4 million or so depending on his new upgrade method. Players reach level 160. 

 

The 4 million people in front are just his camouflage. As long as the Korean players are killed in World 

War I, the equipment of the 4 million people in the back will come out. By then, 8 million 160-level dark 

gold sets will be installed. 

 

People such as Zhuojiu and White Lion also felt from their channels that various external and internal 

uneasy factors were moving, and they have gradually arranged players to fight equipment. Hearing Lu 

Yang agreed to a large number of equipment, immediately led players to copy went. 

 

The entire Jagged Brotherhood revolved like a machine, and the spies ambushing inside the Jagged 

Brotherhood reported to the presidents of their respective guilds, but Galga and Alice and others only 

sneered. They thought that Lu Yang’s action was too late. 

 

“Unfortunately, if it wasn’t for the start of the martial arts contest, I would really like to attack the 

Jagged Brotherhood now.” Alice said with a smile. 

 

Daniel glanced at her and said: “Don’t care, our strength on the bright side is only slightly stronger than 

the Jagged Brothers Alliance. It is Zhou Tianming who can overwhelm Lu Yang, and it will allow us to 



surpass Olma and Sanyoumen. The above is also Zhou Tianming. In this war, he and him are the 

protagonists, and he must wait for him to develop. “ 

 

Alice leaned back comfortably in her chair and said, “It’s really troublesome to fight and kill. Fortunately, 

I have you. Don’t forget, you have to help me occupy the entire G8 region.” 

 

A flash of light flashed in Daniel’s eyes and he said, “As long as you can help me, I will put my hands on 

the G8 region.” 

 

Originally a simple strategy, because the appearance of Zhou Tianming became complicated. Alice, you 

think you have taken control of Zhou Tianming. She intends to use Zhou Tianming as the main force. 

After defeating Lu Yang, gradually rely on Zhou Tianming to help Daniel to kill the Eight Kingdoms. The 

group’s other seven vice presidents, in turn, took control of the G8 region, and then raided the Spanish 

region, making her the true empress who controlled more than half of the Northeast region. 

 

Unfortunately, she didn’t know that Zhou Tianming hadn’t betrayed at all. Everything was Lu Yang’s 

strategy. In the last conversation with Zhou Tianming, Lu Yang was finally convinced by Zhou Tianming. 

Indeed, she could get one or two within a short time. This is the best way to upgrade the environment 

safely. The only problem is Zhou Tianming’s security. To this end, Lu Yang asked Han Zhong to lead a 

team and led dozens of mercenaries to Mexico, paving the way for Zhou Tianming’s security. . 

 

Now, Lu Yang ’s external problems are all solved, and the only problem left is the internal one, that is, 

the group players in the guild that Alice lobbyed and betrayed and a few in the Huaxia region have the 

ability to fight his guild. 

 

Lu Yang contacted Tu Feng as he grabbed the spider and asked, “How many guilds do you want to fight 

with us now?” 

 

Tu Feng said: “Not counting Han Sha’s 10, 51 of them were identified, 11 of which are our affiliated 

guilds, all of which are about 1 million people, and the player levels are all 160.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “The courage is big enough, but it is also a betrayal of our affiliated guild. Is 

there any solution that comes to mind?” 

 



Tu Feng said, “There are ways. The strategy implemented by these 11 affiliated guilds is to not pay 

below the head of the group. Players at the group level have a salary but are very low. They take their 

players and change jobs. “ 

 

Lu Yang looked at the 1.5 million gold coins in his backpack and said, “Your kid, my nose, I just made 1.5 

million gold coins, and I will give you 200,000 gold coins to buy those heads, and tell them who killed 

their chairman. , I Lu Yang will support whoever is the president. “ 

 

Tu Feng said with a smile: “Boss Xie, I must pull everyone over.” 

 

Lu Yang laughed, hung up the phone, and thought about Alice. Lu Yang couldn’t help sneering. The 

woman also wanted to fight him, far worse. 

 

… 

 

For the next four days, Lu Yang stayed in the copy to catch the blood ghost spider. By the morning of the 

fifth day, the experience Dan he exchanged and the top experience Dan produced in the mystery were 

enough for his five accounts. At the same time instantly rose to level 170. 

 

He has not prepared the dark gold equipment for these five accounts. Although he has about 3,000 

masters and master studio masters who have played competitions in the past, he has already played all 

170 levels of dark gold, but he is useless. 

 

Lu Yang was ready to give everyone a surprise. He would participate in the global competition with the 

level 169 and all four avatars as level 166. He wanted to show weakness and cheat those idiots who 

wanted to see his joke. 

 

… 

 

Fifth morning. 

 

“Audience friends, my dearest gamer friends, the 4th World Competition of” Second World “officially 

started today.” Host Du Bin’s voice went through the Celestial City. 



 

Because of Lu Yang’s relationship, Dubin became the general host of this global competition. He will 

explain the competition in the official capacity throughout the process. 

 

In Tianyu Shencheng, billions of players cheered in unison with Dubin’s words, and prepared them for a 

long contest, a battle event that can change their destiny, and finally began. 

 

Shortly after Christmas, the Christmas tree and snowflakes disappeared, replaced with hot contestant 

photos, full-body muscle shorts, K with a resolute fist punch, and wearing boxing gloves in both hands, 

and Robson with a sullen face, more straight , Dressed in beautiful Tianqing and so on. 

 

Every store in Tianyu Shencheng has photos on the walls. In order to advertise their favorite idols, some 

players don’t even let buildings such as the Blood and Fire Pharmacy store lay out giant advertisements 

on the roof. 

 

The original winter atmosphere became hot in the competition. Thousands of gaming companies settled 

in the game at the same time. Thousands of television media around the world played simultaneously. 

This game is no longer an ordinary event, but a worldwide one. carnival. 

 

Lu Yang had completed the registration a few days ago, and it is now 10 am, and his first game will start 

soon. 

 

The system prompts: Whether to transfer into the playing field! 

 

Lu Yang’s choice was that the light flashed. He appeared in a circular competition field with a diameter 

of about 100 meters. Surrounded by a round, yellow-colored rock stand like the ancient Colosseum, 

hundreds of thousands of players were standing. Crazy shouting on the seat. 

 

“Fire Emperor” 

 

“Fire Emperor” 

 

“Fire Emperor” 



 

… 

 

Lu Yang waved to the players in the stands around him, attracting a more sensational response. The light 

flashed. Opposite Lu Yang, his opponent appeared. It was the fourth place in the last contest, that is, the 

famous one. East Gable Taro. 

 

In the live room. 

 

Dubin and 82 other hosts hosted a live broadcast in a very large and beautifully decorated live studio. 

 

In the live broadcast position, only Du Bin, this special guest Hitomi, and two retired game players, the 

remaining 82 people all sat on the side of the guest seat. In each country, the two players played each 

other. The host of that country will be invited to the stage. 

 

Hitomi said eagerly: “Wow, it’s really Taro Yamato, the official is too powerful. The last time I used the 

turtle Dafa, the turtle reached the fourth place in the world. I don’t know how he will fight this time?” 

 

Dubin said with a smile: “After the last match, countless players left messages to watch the second 

battle between Lu Yang and Takayama Toro, the strongest fire method and the darkest herd with the 

highest magic resistance. Who can win? , I ca n’t think that the official is so generous, and deliberately 

arranging the two of them for the first game can also make players enjoyable. ” 

 

Players cheered wildly. During this year, Taro Yamashiro worked hard to upgrade and replaced several 

babies. Of course, the gameplay became more turtles. In world-class arena competitions, his ranking has 

always been in the top ten, but Everyone suspected that he didn’t use all his strength and must have 

concealed something. 

 

Indeed, Wallaro concealed a lot, his reaction speed is top-level, many battles can be won without full 

effort, and masters like him in the same period can not beat him when not using hidden power. 

 

Inside the competition field. 

 



Wall Taro is even more excited than Lu Yang, cheering around and raising his hands, as if he is the 

protagonist today. 

 

The light flashed, and Dubin appeared in the middle of the map. He made a call gesture, inviting Lu Yang 

and Taro Toyama to stand beside him. 

 

“Wow, Ms. Taro wall, you actually changed your name to Takayama Wall Taro, it’s too personal.” Du Bin 

first said to Takayama Wall Taro. 

 

“Haha,” Taro Toyama said with an iconic laugh. “I’m very satisfied with the name. He fits my personality, 

so I changed it.” 

 

“Seeing you so happy, you seem to be confident that you defeated Lu Yang?” Dubin asked. 

 

Wall Taro glanced at Lu Yang and said provocatively: “I waited for a year and finally waited until this day. 

I know Lu Yang’s weaknesses. Today, I will defeat him in front of players all over the world, and this 

world will never stop From now on, there will be only my legend of Taro wall. “ 

 

The audience was blasting. Everyone knew that Wall Taro challenged Lu Yang, but no one thought that 

Wall Taro dared to say such a big word, and hiss and cheers suddenly occupied the entire competition 

space. 

 

Dubin nodded in excitement, and Wall Taro really gave it a boost, and when he came up to say such 

fierce words, he turned his head and said to Lu Yang, “Chairman Lu Yang, have you heard what the 

opponent said, do you have anything to say?” 

 

Lu Yang said with a smile: “I expect someone to defeat me, invincible, so lonely!” 

 

“Crouch, ruthless!” 

 

“That’s a pretense.” 

 



“The point is that he can’t face, he won three consecutive championships.” 

 

“It’s amazing.” 

 

… 

 

The players were crazy, and the female players were crazy about Lu Yang. 

 

Dubin said with admiration: “It is indeed the first in the world for three sessions. The words spoken are 

really different. Let me tell you that the live broadcast of this game today is a simultaneous live 

broadcast of hundreds of countries and thousands of media around the world. The average signal 

received is 27%, which means that 27% of the world ’s people are watching this battle. “ 

 

The total population of the world is more than 20 billion. This battle is equivalent to more than 5 billion 

watching. This is the first game. I can imagine how crazy this is. 

 

Wall Taro knew that his chance to perform was coming, and his left finger landed at Yang and made a 

shot gesture, saying, “Today, your glory is here.” 

 

Lu Yang smiled and said, “I hope you don’t let me down.” 

 

In the ears of Dubin, the sound of the game is about to start, said: “Two people, please come back and 

be ready, the game is about to start.” 

 

Lu Yang walked back to the side of the court and began to prepare. In this session, the attack mode of 

Wrath Skills was officially enabled. The gameplay has become much richer, and the ornamental of the 

move has also increased a lot. 

 

In the live room. 

 

Dubin returned to his position and said excitedly: “I am looking forward to the fight between the two. I 

don’t know how Lu Yang will fight today.” 



 

One of the two retired players who used the fire method was Zheng Kuan. He said: “This year’s game is 

different from the past three years. A strong control mode of anger is introduced. At the same time, if 

you don’t pay attention, even Lu Yang may be taken away by a set of skills. “ 

 

Hitomi said in surprise: “Is the lethality so strong?” 

 

Another retired player named Ma Feng said: “Lu Yang ’s equipment is a 160-level dark gold sleeve, and 

the opposite wall Taro uses a 170-level dark gold sleeve. Now we do n’t have the attributes of two 

people in the equipment. I deliberately changed into a fashion, hiding the suit he was wearing. I suspect 

that he is not shrinking today, but relying on equipment to suppress Lu Yang. “ 

 

Zheng Kuan said: “I also have this suspicion. The level of equipment is 10 levels, the difference is too big, 

and Taro Taro has a summoned beast. Even if he doesn’t attack, he will actively attack Lu Yang.” 

 

Players who heard the live broadcast began to worry about Lu Yang. Indeed, Lu Yang wore a 160-level 

dark gold suit. If the opposite player is okay, the opposite is the fourth place in the last individual 

competition. He and Lu Yang The difference in strength is not too big, because of equipment reasons, Lu 

Yang may not be able to win him. 

 

On the court. 

 

Dongshanqiang Taro looked at Lu Yang in excitement and said, “Chairman Lu Yang, you ’re unlucky. You 

met me in the first battle. My 170-level dark gold sleeve can make me suppress you to death, but you 

There is nothing for me. “ 

 

Lu Yang sneered. 

 

“I also deliberately purchased a full set of fire-resistant gems, all of which are 15 steps. If you hit me, I 

don’t have a lot of blood loss. I can wear a shield and kill you.” 

 

“If you dare to release the steam villain with water as you did last year, I will have you in seconds, haha.” 

The laughter of Taro Yamaguchi echoed on the court. 



 

Lu Yang still said nothing. 

 

System prompt: match countdown 

 

5 

 

4 

 

3 

 

2 

 

1 

 

The battle begins! 

 

The light flashed, and the battlefield entered the battlefield. At this moment, Taro wall turned into a 

shadow and suddenly appeared in front of Lu Yang. His face showed a conspiracy smirk and said, “I can’t 

think of it, this time I Attack, Dark Light Fist. “ 

 

Dark Light Fist, a three-turn top bloodline Solomon Demon Priest’s melee skill. Once hitting the target, it 

will stun the target for 2 seconds. 

 

The Solomon Demon Priest is the strongest blood of the dark pastoral system that has only recently 

appeared. He is a melee occupation, holding a warhammer, and is equipped with the same equipment 

as a soldier. If he is hit with a dark light fist, followed by a set of combos, Players of the same level of 

Dark Gold set deal 50% HP damage. 

 

The dark light fist took one, and pressed towards the landing sun in the hands of Taro Yamashiro, but at 

the beginning of the battle, Lu Yang did not release his skills as if he had already predicted, but took a 



step to the left. The short figure drew an arc, and his right hand hit a fierce yang punch according to no 

one in the air at all. 

 

“Get me back.” 

 

As a result of the battle, Lu Yang happened to dodge a dark light punch in the air of Taro’s midair, and at 

the same time a strong Yang punch hit the wall’s abdomen. 

 

“boom” 

 

A loud noise Wall Taro flew back instantly. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

Lu Yang put two Pyroblasts in a row during his retreat. The moment his wall fell 10 meters away, his 

right hand wand pointed forward. 

 

“Destruction Cannon” 

 

A fiery red fire light hit Taro’s body against the wall and flew it backwards a distance of 10 meters. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

After two consecutive moves, Lu Yang stooped and punched his left hand on the ground. 

 

“Earth to Earth” 



 

The wall-taro who just landed was hit to the sky and flew backward a distance of 10 meters. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 1500 - Unlucky Wall Taro 

  

Lu Yang ’s magic damage is 2.17 million without the heart of the devil. Counting 2 antiques with 200,000 

magic damage, a total of 2.57 million, and Wall Taro ’s 170-level dark gold method resists 1.18 million 

and qi 2300. Million. 

 

At the beginning of the battle, two people’s data were obtained in the live broadcast room. 

 

Ma Feng sighed and looked at Wall Taro who was beaten by Lu Yang and said, “Unfortunately, if Wall 

Taro still chooses a pure defensive play like last year, Lu Yang may have no choice but he is so arrogant 

that he chose On the offensive, and Lu Yang saw through the game. Now it is Lu Yang’s personal 

performance. We just look at whether Wall Taro ’s 20 million health will be taken away by Lu Yang’s set 

of combos. “ 

 

“Yanyang mask” 

 

“Blazing Flames” 

 

Lu Yang’s body came out of a red-gold ring, his right hand pointed forward, and a red-gold flame figure 

slammed forward with the sun-mask. 

 

“嘭” 

 



He hit the wall Taro who flew backwards, causing 2 points of anger. At this time, the wall Taro’s 

consciousness was sober, but he could not control his body. He was in the stage of strong control and he 

could only follow Lu Yang’s skills are flying. At this moment, his head is spinning fast and thinking about 

solutions. He thinks that Lu Yang can’t kill him. As long as he is given a chance, he can kill Lu Yang. 

 

“Remnant Flame-Activated” 

 

Lu Yang stepped back 20 meters and read the spell in his mouth. 

 

“Earth to Earth” 

 

As soon as he landed on the ground, Wall Taro crashed and flew back a distance of 10 meters. At the 

same time, Lu Yang said a spell in his mouth. 

 

“Naruto” 

 

Twenty-two Naruto bombs landed 10 meters away in 1.5 seconds, hitting him just when Wall Taro 

landed. 

 

“boom” 

 

The third ground fire was released by Lu Yang, and the wall Taro collapsed again to a distance of 10 

meters. At this time, Lu Yang was 13th company, and his anger was full. 

 

“Meteorite Falls” 

 

Lu Yang stood in the place and chanted a spell. A meteorite with a crimson flame fell vertically in the sky. 

He fell on the wall Taro in the middle and stunned him for 5 seconds. 

 

“badge” 

 



Wall Taro how dare to stand and let Lu Yang output for 5 seconds, watching the landing, quickly 

released the badge to control, but did not wait for him to add a reflective shield to himself, Lu Yang 

suddenly appeared in front of him. 

 

“Fire Snake Bondage” 

 

Three thick-armed fire snakes emerged from Wall Taro’s feet, crawling up his body along his legs, and 

trapping them in place. 

 

“Demon Will” 

 

This is a special skill of the Demon Dark Priest Priest. Like the badge, the control skill can be lifted. A 

black light on Wall Taro’s body unlocks the lock. 

 

“Yan Yang Suo” 

 

Lu Yang pointed forward with his left hand, and Taro Wall was tied in place by three red-gold chains and 

could not move. It lasted for 2 seconds, and the state of the arena was stunned for 2 seconds unless it 

had special skills. 

 

“Lava Eruption” 

 

“Flame Storm” 

 

Wall Taro has no way to release the control skills, and can only watch Lu Yang hit a set of combos in 

front of him. 

 

“You don’t hurt enough, you can’t hurt me, haha, you can’t hurt me.” Wall Taro snarled at the 

impotence. 

 

Lu Yang didn’t speak, and the spell was in his mouth. 



 

“Meteorite Impact” 

 

A meteorite fell in the sky, centering Taro’s body, and at the same time, Taro’s control was lifted. 

 

“It’s time for me to fight back.” Wall Taro knew that Lu Yang’s small control skills had basically run out, 

and when his eyes were excited, he didn’t see the irony in Lu Yang’s eyes. 

 

“Angry Skills-Devil Slash” 

 

Lu Yang’s right-handed staff smashed forward, a red-gold fire hit the wall Taro’s body, and the wall Taro 

flew backwards, flying backward for more than 10 meters with the impact of the meteorite. On the wall. 

 

“flicker” 

 

Lu Yang’s body turned into a white light and appeared in front of the wall Taro. Before he stood up, a 

lava spray was released on the ground, while his hands were flat. 

 

“Rage Skills-Hot Fist” 

 

Lu Yang suddenly burst into a dazzling crimson flame in his left hand, he punched out, and in the middle 

of the wall just got up. 

 

“boom” 

 

Wall Taro’s body slammed into the wall, then rebounded over Lu Yang’s head and fell behind him. 

 

“Polynuclear explosion” 

 



Lu Yang’s body burst into a dark golden ripple, and the violent power shot outwards, right in the middle 

of Taro’s body, flying it backwards for 10 meters. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

… 

 

Lu Yang dropped four comets in succession and hit the wall Taro before landing on the ground. He stood 

up again, and Lu Yang pointed his left hand at his head. 

 

“Flame Shock” 

 

Another powerful control skill, Taro wall was stunned for 2 seconds. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

… 

 

There are still 4 Pyroblasts. Although these are small skills, the damage caused by hitting Taro is limited. 

With Lu Yang’s continuous attack, his anger skills are always around 2 blocks, and even reached 3 blocks 

just now. Even now, his anger has returned to 2 1/2. 

 

Wall Taro has been controlled by Lu Yang for nearly a minute since he made a mistake in the first move 

and has not acted. It is not that he does not want to move, but that he really has no way to crack it. 

 

When he was awake again, he saw that Lu Yang had appeared behind him with Can Yan, and at the 

same time a light appeared from his left hand. 



 

“Hot Boxing” 

 

Lu Yang grasped the wall of Taro’s neck and moved forward quickly, hitting the place where Wall Taro 

was blown off again, and knocked it out, but there was a lava eruption on the ground, which added 1 to 

Lu Yang. Click on the anger value. 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

“Pyroblast” 

 

… 

 

There are still four small skills. At this time, one minute has elapsed, and Lu Yang’s Flame Storm skill 

cooling is over. 

 

“Flame Storm” 

 

Wall Taro stood up and was stunned again. 

 

“Blazing Bird” 

 

“Naruto” 

 

“Destroy the Sky” 

 

Hitting three consecutive moves, it was 4 points of anger, and Wall Taro didn’t wait. Lu Yang grabbed his 

neck with his left hand. 

 

“Hot Boxing” 



 

He rammed him into the wall and flew him out. 

 

The entire audience was instantly detonated, and the cheering shouts felt harsh throughout the arena. 

 

In the live room. 

 

Du Bin shouted excitedly: “This operation is too showy, too showy. It completely crushes the opponent 

with the operation. Even though Lu Yang is not as good as the other party, he is still the emperor of fire. 

From the beginning to the present, Taro wall has been useless After an attacking skill, Lu Yang controlled 

it all the way. This kind of operation is simply too skilled. Without tens of thousands of uses, it is 

absolutely impossible to be so skilled. “ 

 

Both Ma Feng and Zheng Kuan nodded. 

 

“Yes.” Ma Feng said with admiration: “Lu Yang uses the free mode. Under the simplified spells, each 

skill is put very fast, but the result of this is that you must always be sober to master the spells of each 

skill. And the method of releasing energy, there is a wrong memory, the skills can not be released. “ 

 

Zheng Kuan continued: “There is still a time to release the skills. The official mechanism is that the 

player is knocked to the ground and will stand up after 0.67 seconds. Lu Yang must grasp these 0.67 

seconds. Counterattack, but as long as Lu Yang did not launch an attack instantly when he got up, Wall 

Taro could use skills such as Shadow Step to escape instantly. “ 

 

Hitomi said incredibly: “Do you mean that Wall Taro didn’t give up the resistance, but has been trying to 

find a way to escape, but Lu Yang did not give him the slightest chance, every skill is connected at the 

point in time? “ 

 

Zheng Kuan nodded. 

 

The audience was stunned. 

 



The players from all over the world who watched the game then realized that it was not the fourth ace 

dish of the last game, but that Lu Yang was too strong. It seems that Taro wall gave up resistance, in fact, 

he could not fight because he was desperate. Lu Yang’s precision card attack. 

 

“I thought Wall Taro was a waste.” 

 

“Actually I thought this game was a watch game.” 

 

“I thought it was a fake match, it was too fake.” 

 

… 

 

The barrage was swept, and Dubin, Tongtong and others wiped the cold sweat. Fortunately, they 

explained clearly. Otherwise, the first game would be suspected of playing fake matches, which will 

inevitably affect the ratings. 

 

Dubin said, “Well, let me interrupt, you two will show me, when will Taro go down from the sky.” 

 

Ma Feng: “…” 

 

Zheng Kuan: “…” 

 

In the end, Ma Feng touched his chin and said, “Following Lu Yang’s play, why do you have to suspend 

for 20 seconds.” 

 

“It’s miserable,” Hitomi said. 

 

Zheng Kuan explained: “It takes 20 seconds to cool off Taro’s decontrol.” 

 

Then everyone came to understand. 



 

On the court, just as Zheng Kuan and Ma Feng said, Lu Yang continued to control the wall Taro for 20 

seconds. When he hit only 1 million points of residual blood, Wall Taro released the ability to release 

control. Escaped Lu Yang’s combo, and at this time, Lu Yang played a terrible 72 company. 

 

Wall Taro stood still, panting, looking at Lu Yang in disgrace, cursing: “You dare to shame me.” 

 

Lu Yang stared at Taro’s eyes, 20 meters away, and said, “Who made me worse than you. If I had a 170-

level dark gold sleeve, you would have died early.” 

 

The moment he waited for Taro to release his blood-adding skills, as long as he dared to add blood, Lu 

Yang dared to jump over and continue attacking when he had too little time to react. 

 

Wall Taro also knows Lu Yang’s thoughts and dare not add blood. He uses free mode. Each skill regulates 

energy in the body. If he now regulates energy, although it is only a moment, it can be a loophole in the 

eyes of a master . 

 

“You can’t win me.” Wall Taro sneered, “you have the courage to continue attacking.” 

 

Lu Yang sneered and said, “You have the courage to add blood.” 

 

“I can kill you without adding blood.” Wall Taro was not fooled. 

 

“Then I’m on.” Lu Yang stood up and walked towards Wall Taro step by step, making it clear that he 

was forced to run away. 

 

“Asshole” 

 

Wall Taro understood that, where did he dare to let Lu Yang come to him like this, it was tantamount to 

giving the attacking opportunity to the other party. 

 



“If you dare to approach me, I will fear you.” Wall Taro scolded. 

 

Lu Yang said confidently: “I’m going to compare it to see if it’s your phobia that hits me first, or my flame 

shock stuns you first.” 

 

“Do you dare?” Wall Taro was stunned He didn’t have such confidence, and once he made a mistake, 

he lost. 

 

Lu Yang said as he walked, “Of course I dare, do you dare?” 

 

At this point Lu Yang had already reached the position of 10 meters in front of the wall Taro, and 

continued to move forward. The release distance of phobia was 1 meter, which was equal to Lu Yang’s 

further 9 meters. 

 

“Okay, then I’ll compare with you and see if you put out the flame shock first, or I put out the phobia 

first.” Wall Taro said with gritted teeth. 

 

Lu Yang sneered and continued to move forward. 

 

step 

 

Two steps 

 

… 

 

Eight steps 

 

At this point, there is only one last step left between the two, which is the last metre. All the audience in 

the audience and all players in front of the TV are watching this scene. They all want to know who hits 

first. 

 


